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Murray State denied Scholars Program New UK
UNIVERSITY
OFFICIAlS
STARTED THE
COMMONWEAlTH
H ONORS
A CADEMY
AS AN
AlTERNATIVE
TO THE
ESTABliSHED
GOVERNOR'S
SCHOlARS
PROGRAM.

BY LISA WHEAT
News EDITOR
When Murray State was turned down as a site
to host the Governor's Scholars Program this
summer, University officials would not take no
for an answer.
They developed their own scholars event solely for Murray State and dubbed it the Commonwealth Honors Academy.
Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond,
Centre College in Danville and Northern Kentucky Uruversity in Highland Heights were chosen over Murray State and other Kentucky Universities as the sites for this summer's GSP. Centre has hosted the program every year since
1983, with the exception of two years. GSP has
been at Northern every year since 1993 and was
last at Murray State 1988 and 1989.
''Everyone on campus involved with the proposal were disappointed," said Commonwealth
Honors Academy Coordinator Dan Lavit, who

drafted the proposal. "We thought the students
lavit said the University had suggested takin this area of the state need the opportunity to ing a cultural trip to St. Louis or Nashville had
have a program like this near them."
the program selected Murray State.
The program is awarded to universities on a
"They always expect us to go up to that area of
three-year bash;. Murray State's initial proposal the state," he said. "But it's hard to get people to
was for $236,629. After the state came up with come down here and see what we have to offer."
additional funds for a third site, another request
Murray State's bid was still greater than that
for bids was sent out to Kentucky universities. of EKU and the University of Louisville, Cedeno
Lavit said Murray State's second proposal was said.
about $6,000 cheaper than the first, which put it
"The reason is to go to the school that offered
less than Centre and NKU's bids.
more competitive rates and facilities," Cedeno
''We were willing to give our resources to help said. "Murray State did compete very well, but
them have a good program here," Lavit said. it did not come up the best- in general."
"There were so many incentives that we offered
Despite not being chosen as a GSP site, Murthat you can't even put a price on."
ray State is on friendly terms with the program,
In their bid, Murray State officials also said the · said Ken Wolf, the academic dean for the ComUniversity would pay transportation costs to monwealth Honors Academy.
"1 think there's plenty of room for more than
Louisville for the annual cultural event in which
the program participates.
one program," he said .
"I guess Murray State saw that they were at a
Students accepted to Murray State's program
dL~advantage in location for those type of trips,"
will receive room, board <md six college credit
Please see HONORS/14
said Aristofanes Cedeno, GSP academic chair.
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ay1ng 1n a iHie
New bands build
resume by playing
at Murray State
BY MARCI O wEN
ASSISTANT

News EonoR

After hosting recording
artists such as Dave Matthews,
3 Doors Down and Garbage,
~urray State has gained a reputation as an ideal venue for
up-and-coming bands.
"Murray State is a great place
to get your feet wet before
swimming in the big ocean,"
said former Student Govern·
ment Association Concert
Chair Curtis Baker, a December
2000 graduate.
Baker, who now works for
Madd Booking Agency in
Nashville, was responsible for
booking many of the bands
Murray State hosted during the
past few year·s.
Jeanie Morgan, coordinator
for student activities, said
agents who want their bands to
play at Murray State call her
almost everyday.
"They want to put Murray
State on their play dates
because when you start looking
at the list of people who have
been on campus, it's impressive," Morgan said.
Morgan attributed some of
Murray State's recognition to
recent interviews with Keanu
Reeves in "Vanity Fair" and
with Dave Letterman. He

Pkase see BAN0/14

Ry.m Brooks/The New~

The-- band Little Big Town played in the Curris Center on Monday afternoon. The band
came to Mur ray after its booking agent said playing at Murray State was a good idea.

Murray Place heightens security after robbery
NEWS EDITOR

Murray Place officials hired an on-site
security officer earlier this week after a
resident was robbed at gunpoint, a corporate spokeswoman said.
Clifton Jones, 21, was robbed in his
Murray Place residence around 1:15 a.m.
Saturday and followed the men to College Courts, where he called the police.
Clifton Jones, a former Murray State

freshman, told police four m<>n entered
his apartment, pointed a gun at him and
demanded cash and jewelry. A fourth
person involved in the crime waited in
the car, Murray Police Sgt. Eddie Rollins
said.
The stolen property was \"alued 'at
more than $500 and included two gold
rings, a gold watch, a gold bracelet and

$200.
Stephanie Denney, vice president of

'ews
The Board of Regents voted
Friday to act as the
presidential search
committee to replace
outgoing University
President Kern Alexander.
•see Page 6
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MSUroots~
BY KRJsnN HILL
CHIEF CoPY EDITOR

ln between Earlington, a coal-mining
town in Hopkins County, and the presti-gious Massachusetts Institute for Technology in Boston, University of Kentuck}'
President-elect Lee Todd spent two years
completing his pre-engineering require-,
ments at Murray State.
Todd, 54, said retired physics professor
Bill Taylor and math professor Harvey
Elder were two of the best teachers he
ever had.
"Bill Taylor and Harvey Elder saw
something in me I didn't know I had,"
Todd said. "The key
characteristics for
both of them was
that they wanted
you to know what
they knew .. . and
they cared if you got
- ~
it.''
Elder described
Todd, who took his
LIE TODD
engineering calculus
class, as a humble, UK Presldent-fllecf.
superb student.
"BILL TAYLOR
"One
of
the
AND HARVEY •
rewards of being
ELDER SAW .:
here so long is seeing
students do well in SOMETHING IN
life," said Elder, who
ME I DIDN'T
has been a Murray
State professor since KNOW I HAD."

·
~
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talked about his band, Dogstar,
and its performance at Murray
State.
Karen Fairchild, Phillip
Sweet, Jimi Westbrook and
Kimberly Roads, who make up
Little Big Town, wanted to be
one of those bands. With a
Monday afternoon concert in
the Curris Center, they did just
that.
Fairchild, singer, said they
had been considering playing
colleges for a while, but were
unsure how the students would
accept their music. The band's
music is a combination of country, rock, bluegrass and jazz.
"At first we were wondering
if college students would be
into what we do, but we're not
that far from college and we dig
it," Fairchild said.
The band's booking agent,
Jeff Greg, suggested they play
at Murray State first to test the
water, Fairchild said.
"Jeff said tons of people had
played here, and he was like,
'Just trust me. You should go
do it. You'll be glad you did,'"
Fairchild said. "We thought, we
might as well. Everybody else
has.''
The band said they are not
trying to appeal to one particu-

BY LISA W HEAT

President
remembers

market development for Place Collegiate
Properties, said Murray Place got rid of a
panic button device about eight weeks
ago because of too many false alarms,
which were billed to residents.
"Rather than having the residents
charged for false alarms, we thought it
would be better for the residents to call
911," Denney said. "We feel like having
the on-site courtesy patrol officers and
asking the Murray Police Department to

help with extra rounds will help tremendously in the future."
Denney said other security devices at
Murray Place are deadbolts on the front
and balcony doors and ample lighting
around the buildings. She said Place Collegiate Propertit:'S had considered hiring a
security officer before the Feb. 17 incident.
"(The officer was hired) just as a cour·
Please see ROBBERY/14

College life

ViewPoint
•see Page

•see Page 8
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Sports
The Murray State Racers
faced Tennessee Tech last
night for a share of the
Ohio Valley Conference
regular-season title.
•see Page 11

Friends and
colleagues
are vital
for a good
college
experience.

Windy Mohead
critiques etiquette.

1957.
The UK Board of Trustees named Todd
president-elect on Jan. 23. He will begin
his term July 1, when UK President
Charles T. Wethington Jr. steps down
after more than 11 years.
"He's from Kentucky, that means his
heart is here," Elder said.
Todd grew up in Earlington, about 60
miles northeast of Murray, where basket·
ball games and sock-hops were the typi·
cal social events.
"We were blessed with some outstanding teachers, who weren't married and
dedicated their lives to teaching," Tod~
said. "...You develop self-confidence that
you may not be able to at larger schools."
But Murray State recruiters recognized
the importance of smaller high schools. •
"There were 38 kids in our se~or
class," Todd said. "I was impressed Mur·
ray State would come to such a small
school."
At Murray State, Todd lived in Franklin
Hall, and his future wife, Patsy, lived
across campus in Wells Hall. While she
pursued a home economics degree, Todd
saw electrical engineering as the marriage
of math and physics. But it was in a fresh·
man English class Todd made one of the
two Bs in his entire academic career on 'a
paper about oriental rugs.
"If you want to grow in life, you have to
go through transitions," Todd said. "It
would have been easy for me to stay
Murray. I knew the teachers and I liked
the campus, but I wanted to be an engi·
neer."
And to be an engineer, Todd moved
across the state to Lexington and enrolled
in UK's College of Engineering.
MIT professor Edward Teller, father of
the hydrogen bomb, visited UK in 1968,
to oversee a competition for a prestigious
Hertz Fellowship. Todd won it.
"Academically, UK was awfully good

Check out our officiat
site on the Internet, ·
www.thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.
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Murray State's Center for Continuing Education will offer a seminar
to help college and graduate students prepare for the GRE.
The three-hour class wiU begin at
9 a.m. Saturday in the Business
Building room 304. The preparation
course will give participants an
idea about what will be on the GRE.
test strategies and ways to prepare.
The seminar costs $30, which
includes a study packet. Space is
limited. For more information, contact the Center for Continuing Education at 762-3662.

Thew. . . . Channel
MtW.WIIIIhllr.com

Maynard Ferguson and his Big
Bop Nouveau Band will perform
in Lovett Auditorium on March 6
at 8p.m.
A jazz legend, internationallyrenowned big band leader, threetime Grammy nominee and one of
the world's greatest trumpet and
brass instrument players, Ferguson is now in his fifth decade as a
leader.
Ticket prices are $15 at the door
and $12 in advance. Tickets may be
purchased at the music department, Doyle Fine Arts Center
room504.

~~r~wesawam
Paul McNeary was awarded the
2001 Distinguished Service Award

NEWS
How to
reach us

February ll, 200 I

am pus

762..4468

Murray State seminar helps
students prepare for GRE

The Murray State News

for Vocational Education Personal
Development.
This award recognizes outstanding contributions to vocational education personal development,
including pre-service and in-service
teacher education and leadership in
the profession through service to
technical teachers in Kentucky.
. McNeary is a career and technical
professor in the department of adolescent, career and special education. In addition, he helps plan offcampus learning for the college of
education.

Nursing students help
Angels Community Clinic
More than 30 students from the
Murray State nursing department
will volunteer their time to h~lp
the Angels Community Clinic
keep its doors open Saturday.
The clinic, which provides free
health care and prescription medication for working uninsured Calloway County citizens, is celebrating its one-year anniversary with a
major fund-raising campaign.
Because of an unresolved situation involving the hospital and the
Community Health Care Foundation, funding for the Angels Community Clinic is currently in jeopardy.
Students have r~cognized the
clinic as a community asset and are
now responding to the facility's
financial needs.
Qualified Murray State nursing

Editor In Chief: 762-6877
News: 762-4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468 •
Sports: 762-4481
Advertisinl: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

E·Mail: thenews@murroystote.edu

students will provide blood pressure checks during the Angels
Community Clinic' s final fund-raising effort.

MSU professor to appear
on 'History Mysteries'
The History Channel will feature
joseph Fuhrmann, Murray State
history professor, Monday at 8
p.m.
The program, which is part of
the "History Mysteries" series, will
focus on newly-discovered documenb regarding Rasputin and the
end of Russia's royal Romanov
Dynasty.
Fuhrmann authored a book
about Rasputin, one of the most
scandalous figures in Russian history.

Lawsuit leads to $1 billion
settlement proposal
Napster proposed a $1 billion set·
tlemcnt with the record industry
over a copyright infringement lawsuit.
Under the proposal, major labels
would receive $150 million per year
for a non-exclusive license, divided
according to files transferred.
Another $50 million per year will be
set ,1side for independent labels and
artists to be paid out based on the
volume of files shared.
The model includes a basic membership plan for users that
would cost an estimated $2.95 to

Ryan Brookf{The News

A relaxing read:

Kristi Harris, senior from
Atlanta, enjoys the weather Tuesday. She said Tom Robbins' "Skinny Legs and All" is ..an excellent read."
$4.95 per month with a limit on file
transfers. A premium membership
would cost $5.95 to $9.95 and
would offer unlimitt?d file transfers.

..

Girt Scouts of Kentuckiana
sponsor local trivia night
Girl Scouts of Kentuckiana is
sponsoring a trivia night on
March 30, at the First Presbyterian
Church at 1601 Main St.
The event will feature 10 rounds
of 10 que~tlons each pertaining to
topics such as science, Disney,
movies, sports and presidents.
Six-member teams combine their

intellect to come up with written
answers to the questions.
Early bird team registration fees
are $8 per team member and ends
March 12. After that, it is $10 per team
member. Anybody interested in registering without a team is welcome.
Deadline for registration is March 27.
Teams interested in participating or
having questions about the event
should call the Girl Scout office at
888-771-5171.

Cmupus Briefly is compiled by Assistant
News Editor Mard Owen and Assistant
Collegt• Life Edihlr Scott Gibson.
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Roommate Problems?

We Have Individual Leases!

Daily Drink &Food Specials

Murray
Place

Luxury Living for College Students

MUST BE 21 TO ENTER
ON ALL NITES
food menu awailable o Pool fablel & darf1
Wednesday - Saturday 6 p.m. to close
2069 IRVIN COBB DRIVE - PADUCAH, KY - (270) 575-0508

Rent Starting at

$2 45

perperson
per month

4-BR I 4-Bath Unfurnished
Limited Time Only

Features Include...
4-br 4-bath & 2-br 2-bath • Private bath off each bedroom • Fully furnished &
unfurnished available • FREE washer & dryer in apt• Individual Leases • Minutes from
campus • Very high speed Internet • FREE Cable with HBO & Cine max • Roommate
matching • Clubhouse with ping pong, pool table, foosball & stereo • Sparkling
swimming pool • Lighted tennis court • State-of-the-art fitness center • 9-foot ceilings
with ceiling fans in all bedrooms and living room

t=)

759-3003 • 1700 Lowes Drive • www.MurrayPiace.com
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Kentucky senator
charged with DUI
STAFF REPORT

A Kentucky state senator who
is Murray State's farm operations manager was arrested by a
Frankfort police officer late Feb.
8 and charged with a DUI.
Court records state Joey
Pendleton, D-Hopkinsville, was
driving south on U.S. 127 and
crossed the center line twice. He
later nearly hit a parked car. His
blood-alcohol level was 0.206 at
the time of his arrest.
The 2001 General Assembly
Blue Book states Pendleton is the
farm operations manager at
Murray State. "The Murray State
News" has filed an open records
request for information regarding his salary and dates of
employment.
A person is legally considered
drunk in Kentucky with a bloodalcohol content of 0.08. That
level was lowered from 0.10 by
the General Assembly last year.

Pendleton voted for lowering
the legal limit, but was not considered an avid supporter. In the
past, he has spoken out in favor
of different levels of fines,
depending on blood-alcohol
level content.
Current penalties for a first
offense of drunken driving can
include any combination of the
following: suspension of driver's
license, community service, jail
time, a fine or required attendance at an alcohol abuse seminar.
According to his arrest citation, Pendleton told police on
the night of his arrest he could
not take a sobriety test because
of a medical condition.
Pendleton was lodged in
Franklin County Regional Jail
and released about 7 a.m. the
morning after his arrest.

.

Pendleton is a three-term Kentucky senator.

•PoliceBeat
Thursday, Feb. 15
1:21 a.m. An officer issued a
verbal warning for fail ure to
illuminate on 16th Street.
1:10 p.m. A dumpster fire
behind Nature's Bounty was
reported. The Murray Police
Department was notified.
1:29 p .m. There was a noninjury accident in the Curris
Center lot.
5:16 p.m. There was a noise
complaint of a black truck with
an excessively loud stereo system in the dorm circle.

Friday, Feb. 16
1:53 p.m. An individual was
stuck in between the fifth and
sixth floors in a Hart College
elevator; Facilities Management
was notified.
8:39 p.m. A marijuana smell
was reported in Hart College.
8:55 p.m. A Hart College resident reported his wallet was
stolen from his room. His roommate saw another Hart resident
leaving the room around the
time the wallet was probably
taken.

bery at Murray Place. An officer
arrested Shaka Jones, senior
from Peoria, Ill., and non-students Cordell Sheldon, from
Murray; Benard E. Cox, from
Carbondale, Ill.; and Jamal A.
Ferguson, from Peoria, Ill.
2:17 p.m. The Murray Police
Department received several
9 11 hang-up calls from the Expo
Center. The calls were children
playing w ith the phone in the
lobby.
3:22 p.m. Four children were
reported running around the
Curris Center second floor. An
officer said there were about 25
school
children
running
around. The chaperone was
found, and the children calmed
down.
7:51 p.m. A citation was issued
in the Curris Center lot for disregarding a stop sign and operating on a suspended license.
10:10 p.m. An officer gave averba l warning for driving the
wrong direction on University
Drive.

Sunday, feb. 18

• 2:29 a.m. An officer issued a
Saturday, Feb. 17
verbal warning for failure to
1:15 a.m. A College Courts illuminate at Ky. 121 and Brancaller reported an armed rob- don Auto World.

University Barber Shop

9:10 p.m . A verbal warning was
issued for disregarding a stop
sign at Gilbert Graves and
Racer drives.

Mon~ay,

Feb. 19

izing the men's bathroom.
2:19 p .m . An officer helped
destroy seized alcohol a t Facilities Management.
11:06 p.m. A cita tion was issued
for alcohol possession by a
minor and an open container in
a vehicle at Cutchin Fieldhouse.

12:01 a.m. A citation was issued
for disregarding a traffic control
device at 16th and Calloway
streets.
12:57 a.m. A Hester College resident reported several harassing phone calls. The student
said she left afraid and would
like to speak with an officer:No
crime was committed. An incident report was taken:
8:36 a.m. A Fine Arts Center
caller reported money missing.
6:54p.m. A verbal warning was
given for disregarding a stop
sign in the stadium lot.
11:19 p.m. A Clark College
caller said his life was threatened and would like to speak
with an officer.

4:28 p.m. A student came to
Public Safety because the bicycle he had reported stolen was
in the bike rack of Public Safety.
lD was confirmed, and the bike
was released to the owner.
9:28 p.m. Missing property and
a broken window was reported
from a house owned by MSU
on Waldrop Drive.
9:32 p.m. People at intramural
game were reported with cups
in hand, possibly alcohol. The
area was checked by officers,
but no alcohol was found.

Tuesday, Feb. 20

Racer Escorts - 8
Mo torist Assists - 7

11:42 a.m . A caller requested
officer assistance removing
three males, who were causing
a disturbance, from the Hart
College computer lab.
·
1:41 p .m. Two Curris Center
employees had an individual in
custody who was seen vandal-

Wednesday, Feb. 21

Police Beat is compiled by Marci

Owen, assistant nt•ws editor, from
materials available from Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are not
listed.
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Barber/Stylist:
•Sharon Ingrum •Brian Ingrum aCindy Garland_ _

Tanning & Storage Rental
MSUSttufents
10% discount off rannine Packafts.
lotions. and swtmwear with MSU 1.0.

New Tanning Bed:

•1 0¢ a minute
Open Tue. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
. . . . .ocated at 105 North 16th St. •753-1953._. .
Ask about haircut cardsl
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812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

8 a.m.·IO p.m.
f\"L & Sat.
8 a.m.- 9 P.m.

753-3333

Shampoo, Cut, & Style

Casa del Sol

$15- women • $11- men
MSU -10% OFF

Gifts of Distinction f rom the Southwest
Bridal Resistn~ • Rodeo and Weste(n

Native American • Minnetonka Moccasins
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INSURANCE

TRUST SERVICES

MUTUAL FUNDS

TUITION FINANCING

Why is TIAA-CREF the
#1 choice nationwide?
The TIAA-CREF
Advantage.
Our success depends on people. Their skills and talent.
Their knowledge.
And we put people first. That's why Fortune named us one
of the 100 Best Companies to Work for in America.

.

FORTUNE.

So if you're looking to work for a world·class firm, look to
us. Exciting opportunities. An environment that's flexible. to
meet your needs. The best minds in busines -- working
together to help companies succeed.

100 BEST

COMPANIES§

All at a firm that has developed over $1 billion to training
and career development for its people in the last two years
alone.

TO WORK FOR C'J

lie your fortunes to a leader. And share our success.
For more information call Lauren Vaughan at 615 726 6103.

J
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Year 1n and year out, employees at educat1on and
research Institutions have turned to TIAA·CREF.

THE TIAA-CREF
ADVANTAGE

And for good reasons:
• Easy diverSification among a range of expertly

Investment Expertise

managed funds

f

• A solid history of performance and exceptional

~

..

• A strong commitment to low expenses

i

• Plus. a full range of flexible ret1rement income options

~

Low Expenses

personal service

I

Customized
Payment Options

For decades. TIAA-CREF has helped professors and staff

at ewer 10.000 campuses across the country invest tor-

l'

Expert Guidance

and enJoy-successful retirements.
I

•

;r ,,.

"
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Choosing your retirement plan provtder 1s simple
.Go With the leader: TIAA·CREF

ARTHUR ANDERSEN

Assurance • Business Consulting Corporate Finance Human Capital • lagal Services • Outsourcing • Risk Consulting • TalC Services
Note: The . -olterld In partiCUlar area• ma~ ~
on local regulatJOOS. In some locatiOns. legal and/or tax
MtVfcelare proWled by Andersen legal !he 11'11111\&llanal
~ric ot law firms lllatls aSSOCiated will! Andersen
W011dwde SC

www.arthurandersen.com/careers
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. . diP . .

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'

1.800.842.2776

r----------------------

www. tiaa- c ref.org

for more comple1e mforma:•on on oorl>t!turlllfS products, call1 800 842.2733, ext 5509. f[J( prospt'CIIMS Redd them carefully befort yoo
1nvest. • TIAA·CREF lnd1v1dual and lnstltuuonaf S~MCes, Inc and Teachers Personal Investors Servict>s, Inc dlstnbute secunties products
• Teachers lnsurante dnd Annu1ty Association 1fiAA), New York , NY and TIAA·CREF ufe Insurance Co, New York. NY 1ssue msuranc11 <1nd
annu1t1es. • TIAA-CREr Tru~t Cor:1pany, fSB provides trust seMCes • Investment produro are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. C 2001 Teathers lmurancp and Annuity AsSO<.iallon - College Retirement EquJUes fund, New YCJ(k, NY 01/02
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Question Pr~gram serves as recruitment tool
Our View

..

Week
Is the expectation
real is tic that
students will graduate
in four years?
"No,

BECAUSE

I

CHANGED MY
MAJOR THREE
TIMES BEFORE MY

SOPHOMORE
YEAR."

"No, THE
EXPECTATIONS
AS FAR AS THE
HOURS YOU
HAVE TO HAVE
ARE
UNREALISTIC."

"No,

BECAUSE

THEY REQUIRE
YOU TO HAVE

128

HOURS TO

GRADUATE."

"No,

BECAUSE

THE WAY THEY
SET UP THE

Change is a good thing.
And although the
Issue:
youth of America seem to
AFTER BEING
cling to this cliche phrase,
DENIED THE
it was definitely not the
OPPORTUNITY TO
motto of the Governor's
HOST THE
Scholars Program selecGOVERNOR'S
tion committee as it
,SCHOLARS
selected three colleges
PROGRAM,
and universities to host
UNIVERSITY
this year's summer proOFFICIALS HAVE
gram.
CREATED A NEW
Two of the locations
PROGRAM FOR
chosen,
Northern Ken~
HIGH SCHOOL
tucky University and
STUDENTS FROM
Centre
College, have
THE REGION.
hosted the program for
POSITION:
the last seven years.
THE NEW
Eastern Kentucky UniPROGRAM WILL
versity, the third choice,
SERVE AS A
has only hosted the pmRECRUITMENT
gram
once in the last 20
TOOL AND SHED
years, but is within 30
NEW LIGHT ON
miles from Centre and 90
THE UNIVERSITY.
miles from NKU.
So, how exactly docs
Murray State fall into this
situation?
Murray State placed
two bids to host the program, the first when only
two schools were allotted
to host the program, and
the second when the state
received funds to select a
third school.
In fact, the second proposal submitted by the
University was approximately $6,000 less than its
first bid, placing the University's bid less than the
' U\ c~t at--both. Gentre and
•·
· NKU's bids.... ~ •
So why didn't Murray
State get chosen to host

In My
Opinion
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the Curris Center on the day of
the fair. If I wanted to go into
rent-a-car, 1 could've gotten a
degree from that school seen on
television at 3 a.m. The one
where you send them $60 and
they send you a degree in renting cars.
Maybe 1 set my sights too
high. Maybe it isn't realistic to
hope that big, exciting companies would be at the fair. J mean,
it is exciting talking to the guy
from the Navy for an hour or
hvo about all of the opportunities U1ey have for anyone with a
GPA of 1.2 or greater (they also
require that you can breathe.)
Steep requirements yes, but after
all, this is "one of the top 10 public uni\'ersities in thl! south,"
according to "U.S. News."
Don't get me wrong. I am etern,111y grateful for the brilliant
professors who have taught me
so much in my stay here at Murray State. What I am less than
grateful for is Career Services; a

department that I get about as pie with something to offer
much use as I do from a pile of here? Yeah, we are in an ecorubber doggie pooh-pooh.
nomic cool down. Things aren't
When I first arrived here, Ross all rosy right now, but is this
Meloan spoke in front of one of year's graduating class going to
my classes about how big a mis- be doomed to working in the
take it would be not to take grocery stores and car rental
advantage of this wonderiul places of America? Do you have
department when I was looking to get a college education to
for a career. I paid little attention cater to the rental needs of the
then,
but
as
graduation nation? Give me a break.
approached, the concept of peo·
It is a pathetic feeling' when
ple who look for a job for me you go to the Career Fair and
became more and more interest- you realize if this is what's out
ing.
there, you're screwed. My
Eventually, l went so far as to advice to any of the students
put my resume on file with the who are thinking about attendoffice, thinking it might fall into ing any future career fairs is just
the hands of an interesting don't go. Spend the time putting
employer. It didn't. lt produced your resume on Monster.com
one interview with Abercrombie instead of wasting it talking to
and Fitch that wanted to place people who don't even want to
me in a job in which a high see you in the first place. That is,
school student could be placed. I unless your major is car rental
did not spend four years paying administration.
tuition c.1nd studying so I could
go work at the mall. Sorry guys. Brad Cecil is tire advertising manls it just impossible to get peo· ager for "The Murray Staff.' News."

•Your Views
Belated thanks to "lhe News"

Seth Frank

-

The time has finally come.
After four years of blood, sweat
and tears, I now stand poised for
greatness, armed with all my
experiences. I will soon hold a
state diploma worth at least
twice as much as the paper upon
which it is written. One would
think with an arsenal like that,
employers would be knocking
down my door, espcdally with
Career Services working for us
here at Murray State. Well,
mc.1ybe not so much.
Career Sen•ices held its wonderful career f,lir this wel~k, and
I went, just like a good student
who wants to find a job should.
Just like the times before, it was
a complete waste of time.
I have never seen such c:t C(ll1glomeration of useless employers before in my life. Unless you
are interested in going into the
exciting world of rent-a-car, or
any of the 47 branches of the
military or law enforcement.
you might as well not even \'lSit

Lisa Wheat
Loree Stark
Viewpoint Editor
Melissa Stoneberger
College Ltle Ed1tor
Jason Billingsley

CotAMOl'JWE~\.\H \-\o~o'R AcA'DEM)'

Career fair proves less than helpful

SYSTEM YOU

LES GftAY

this event?
Well, the first thought
that comes to mind, of
course, is location. All of
the schools chosen to host
the event are relatively
close to each other, and
are based primarily in
central Kentucky. This
isn't the first time westem Kentucky has been
left off the state's collegiate map.
But whatever the reason, University officials
have decided to do something about it.
Using state recruitment
and retention funds, University officials have
developed the Commonwealtl-l Honors Academy,
which is similar to GSP,
but based solely at Murray State for students in
the region.
It seems this will not
only provide an excellent
opportunity to give high
school scholars another
opportunity, but it will
also bring new light to
the University.
And, after it is all said
and done, bringing high
school students to the
University over the summer will be a great source
of recruitment.
If the University has the
funds to support it, we
say go for it. This could
very well be the next step
in s(.'Cllring Murray State
a spot on Kentucky's collegiate map.

Although more than two months
old now, l want to thank "The Murray St,lte News," e~pedall}' Shelley
Street and Ryan Brooks for the article and photo that appeared in "The
Murray State News" on Dec. 8 concerning me and running in the
Chicago Marathon in October. It
was kind of them and the staff of
"The News" to rtul this story.
l also want to thank Vice President
of Student Affairs Don Robertson
for informing "The Nl.'ws" of the
story in thl' first pla(e, and my special staff for a gift they ga\'e me for
Christmas bec.lUse of this story.
To be very honest, I can think of a

number of people on this campus,
men and women, who ha,·e run in
marathons large and small with
much f11ster times, and a mul·h better fmish. So to all of the kind folks
in\·olved, and a few students who
also were most kind, I do appreciate
all the consideration.
Also, I want to thnnk Curris Center Director Jim Baurer, Curris Center Bookkeeper Gale Vin:.on, Curri~
Center Assist.lnt Director Shari
Wilkins. all the Curris Center .staff,
interim Vice President oi Develop·
ment and Alumni Affairs Jim Carter
and othNs who put a wonderful 20·
year anni\·er!'ary dinner on Feb. 15.
Not being here at the time, 1
thought it would be a long night
with talk and laughs about pl'Ople
and events that I knew little about.

- - - - ...- . - ...

Was I wrong. It was a wonderful
e\'ent, hosted by Jim Carter, filled
with many stories and memories
shared with a number of people
who had stories to tell about the
Curris Center and how it came to be.
It was a fun night full of memories
for the people there at the time, that
my wife and I very much enjoyed.

To the Editor:

toward the checkered flag. Before
l even understood NASCAR racing, I was an Earnhardt fan.
It was something I was proud
to call myself. He was my hero.
He was eYeryone's hero and
everyone's "In timid a tor."
He's not here with us anymore,
but his memory will never leave
our hearts: his sly grin before race
time, his fierce driving style, his
love for the sport. When the tears
t'Ubside, we'll still have years of
memories.
That's your legacy, Dale. You'll
always live in our hearts. We love
you. Rest in peace.

I remember sitting in front of
the television with my d,1d cheer·
ing as Dall• Earnhardt raced

Ashley R. Smith
freshman from
County

William J. Benriter
Food Service Director

NASCAR driver remembered

~oM·

. . . --I
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Write to us
"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
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editor. Letters
should be 300
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''The Murray
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to edit for style,
length and content.
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Rules of conduct need explanation
In My
Opinion

WINDY
MOHEAD

"No POINTS ARE
AWARDED FOR
HITTING
PEDESTRIANS WITH
YOUR BICYCLE."

Recent observations have led
me to an epiphany: Rules of conduct I have assumed were known
by everyone are not. The unspoken rules need to be spoken.
The following are excerpts
from my forthcoming book,
"Were You People Raised In A
Barn?" It will be rereleased in the
South as "Ain't You Got A
Momma?"
1) If you make eye contact with
someone trying to cross the road,
the appropriate response is not to
aim at them. Eye contact has
been made. You can't pretend it
didn't happen by looking away
quickly and stomping the gas.
2) When walking with an
umbrella, your circumference
greatly increases. Be aware. Your

fellow pedestrians are rather
attached to their eyes.
3) When someone enters a
room with an open pizza container and one remaining slice to
which you have in no way contributed money, the appropriate
response is not, "Great, pizza!
I'm starving!"
4) If you are hanging out at a
friend's apartment so much that
you have been written off as a tax
deduction, perhaps you should
try broadening your horizons.
5) In a crowded elevator, stare
at the ceiling, the buttons or the
door, not your fellow passengers.
6) It's OK to respond to
passersby if they should happen
to say, "hello."
7) No sound is as terrifying as a

bicycle approaching .rapidly
behind you. No points are
awarded for hitting pedestrians
with your bicycle.
8) If you are a pedestrian and
hear a bicycle behind you, don't
turn around, Don't change walking speed. Don't deviate course
lest you confuse them and
become an unwitting casualty.
9) It is OK to acknowledge people in class with you. Only some
bite and very few are contagious.
10) In an elevator, try to hide
the fact you are eavesdropping.
Leaning in and laughing at jokes
not directed to you will likely
blow your cover.
11) Generally, you walk to the
right. Thus avoiding that embarrassing little dance.

12} U walking and smoking, try
not to wait until people are
directly beside you to blow
smoke.
13) If you dip Skoal but don't
want to walk in it, chances are
others don't either.
14) Residential colleges are
made of Elmer's glue and Lincoln logs. If you listen to music
with any drums at aU, so do your
suitemates, neighbors, up stairs
and down and probably all surrounding counties.
15) Playstation with sub
woofers is neat in your room, not
so much in others.
16) If you go cruising around
the residential college parking lot
in the middle of winter with all
windows down, find something

better to blare than Vanilla lee.
17) Guys: When talking to girls,
concentrate on her mouth. That's
what's doing the talking.
18) When walking down the
middle of a parking lot and a car
comes up behind you, pick a side
and go with it to avoid scaredsquirrel syndrome.
19) If you are the girl standing
on her head to use the bathroom,
you are the problem, not the
germs that could possibly be on
the seat.
20) If you find yourself the only
one in class ever responding to
the professor, odds are the rest of
the class hates you.

Windy Mohead is a staff writer for
"The Murray State News."

Thrift shopping,
yard sales offer
clothing options
In My
Opinion

Suzv
McGREW
"GOING
THRIFT STORE
SHOPPING IS A
GREAT WAY TO
SPEND A
SATURDAY
AFTERNOON. u

Let's face it, college students are pressured for money. The University wants
money for tuition, and the extra fees they
dream up; credit cards want money
because they exceeded their limits; and
our friends want us to have money so
they can borrow it.
Now really, where does this money
come from? My mother (and maybe
yours too) says, "Money does not grow
on trees." Therefore the way to have
more money is to make the money we do
have last longer.
Several options of how to make money
last exist. Some put it in a piggy bank
and hope they never have to break it
open. Others don't have a direct source of
income, and in tum it is a mystery to
them how their money magically
appears. Still others, myself included,
have discovered the wonderful world of
thrifty shopping.
Going thrift store shopping is a great
way to spend a Saturday afternoon.
Prices are cheap and if you are a selective
shopper, then it is likely you will find a
great jacket or workman shirt that says
your name on a patch. This is the ultimate
find, and if you don't find your exact
name then maybe you will consider
allowing your friends to call you
"Wally," or some other name that is
found on the patch of this thrifty, second
hand store find.
Oothing not the perfect size or length
can be altered easily with a few safety
pins or a needle and thread. Most importantly, it is a great outlet for creative
minds. If you find a piece of clothing that
needs a Little fixing up, go for it. Thrift
stores are inexpensive and offer a change
from traditional department stores.
Someone looking for great deals must
not pass up the occasional yard sale set
up on the side of the road. Your car
should be adjusted and ready to stop
suddenJy if a yard sale is sighted.
Treasures found at a yard sale are not
comparable to any others. Porcelain pelicans, puzzles, potholders, plants, pets
and practical items can easily be found at
a yard sale for one-tenth the Wal-Mart
price.
Prices are not set in stone- the best part
about the friendly y,ard sale. A great
negotiating event happens just before
you hand the cashier your money. The
item marked $1.00 can usually be purchased for 50 cents.
Retail stores hide their sale racks in the
back of the store so poor college students
have to browse through the full-pric~d
merchandise before we find the discounted stuff.
Ah, but be aware, those clothes were on
the full-priced displays just last month.
So the tip in retail stores is wait a month
and check the sale rack, they change frequently and they are still in fashion.
Everyone wants your money - even if
you don't have any. College students
must be thrifty and aware of the possibilities to save a buck or two.
Sharing a good deal with your friends
is the fun part of saving money - swap
stories and ideas and together you can be
creative. Take my invitation to check out
a thrift store and a yard sale; you might
be surprised by what you come home
with.

Suzy McGrew is a junior public relations
major from Housto11.
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Modern idols not satisfactory
In My
Opinion

jOHN
GIBSON

"PERSONALLY,

I DON'T

FEEL

THOSE
CELEBRITIES ARE
REALl-Y TO
BLAME. BUT
RATHER THE
LOBOTOMIZED
MONKEYS
BEHIND
CHILDREN'S
PROGRAMMING
IN TODAY'S
SOCIETY ARE
THE GUILTY
ONES."

Many times, I have heard concemed
parents on television complain about how
children today too often make idols and
role models out of Britney Spears, rap
singers and foul-mouthed sports stats.
Parents attack these individuals, saying
lyrics or on the field/ court antics are to
blame tor this idolization.
For once, though, I am going to come to
the aid of Ms. Spears, the sports stars and
those very same rap stars of whom I h<~,ve
taken cl1eap, written stabs before from the
safety of my quaint room.
Personally, I don't feel these celebrities
are really to blame, but rather the lobotomized monkeys behind children's programming in today's society are the guilty
ones.
If I may, let me take everyone on a trip
down Nostalgia Avenue for a moment. If
you'll notice on your right we have "Flock
of Seagulls" and tight-rolled pants and
just up ahead is "The A-Team" and ''MacGyver."
Yes, that's right, we are now in the '80s,
that long-lost age when the mullet reigned
supreme and Gorbachev and his birthmark were still major political entities. It
was also during this time that an individual could come straight home from
school, just in time to fmd two of the
greatest animated series ever created on
television. The series about which I speak
are, of course, "The Transformers" and
"GI Joe."
What made these series so great one
may ask? Actually, I am sure the question
everybody is asking is "Gibson and a reference to GI Joe ... who didn't see that
coming?"
Well, the greatness didn't come from
high-quality animation, for it was quite
usual to see one character talking with
another character's voice, or for the color
to be completely off on a character from
time to time. Nor was it the high-quality
dialogue found in many episodes- need
I remind everyone of the constant
rhyming of Roadblock's or Blaster's sentences, or the oft~n overly dramatic
speeches delivered by both Optimus
Prime and Megatron?
The greatness also did not come from
the overly complex plots, whkh usually
involved the terrorist organization known

as the Cobra - or the evil Decepticons stealing some kind of energy resource or
creating some new kind of weapon of
mass destruction.
No, the one thing that made these cartoons great was the fact they instilled val·
ues in us, and we actually learned from
them. And I realize that has to sound like
one of the lamest statements that has ever
been published, but 1 think it is accurate
all the same.
For one thing, we had definite heroes
with which to identify. Optimus Prime
and the Autobots, as well as Duke and his
GI Joe force were in constant battle to save
humanity from the forces of tyranny and
hostility (or, depending on the episode,
some weird mind control ray or some
other form of enslaving machine).
They constantly thwarted the numerous
efforts of the enemy, always using teamwork to come up with a solution to defeat
the "impenetrable armor" or whatever the
Cobra/Decepticon secret weapon of the
day was. They always demonstrated
honor in battle, and incidents of chivalry
were not uncommon on the part of the
good guys - especially in the numerous,
often chatty fights between Optimus and
Megatron.
Next, we have the educational value of
these cartoons. Six words folks, "And
knowing is half the battle."
With every episode of Gl Joe, children
were guaranteed to learn how to avoid
being struck by lightning, how to bandage
a paper cut or how to avoid some other
kind of disaster.
This was always done in the form of
who always
animated children appeared to still be buying their
wardrobes from '70s retro stores - being
helped out by various Joes.
On a side note, I think this was the
coolest idea in the world. Not necessarily
because of its educational value, but
because these public service announcements are some of the funniest things to
watch now.
Well, now we come back to the '90s
(and '00s?). These two great giants have
fallen, not even to be found in syndication
(not that 1 know of, at least). And what has
risen to take their places? What have the
aforementioned programming monkeys

come up with for children to view today?
Well, a few examples ...
For one, we have NASCAR Racers, an
animated series revolving around the
adventures of various NASCAR racers.
This completely blows my mind, and I
really have nothing deep to say about it,
other than it is an animated show based
on the adventures of ... NASCAR racers!?
I mean no disrespect to the actual sport of
NASCAR, which has seen a rather serious
tragedy in the past week.
Moving along, we come to a new- and
l am sure by this time canceled - live
action show on Saturday mornings
known as "Los Luchedores:" The protagonist of the show is a Mexican wrestler.
Not that this in itself is anything too horrifying, except for the fact the main character, the Mexican wrestler, is quite Caucasian, has been known to fight pirates in
an episode and ... oh, yeah ... his main
enemy is a chihuahua with a cybernetic
faceplate. Unfortunately, I have not been
able to view this show myself since it
comes on at about 8 a.m., but my friend
Josh thankfully saw the need to watch it
one morning and fill me in on the details.
Now, 1 realize some people would
argue that shows like Pokemon and its
numerous ripoff-mons still promote
admirable values. But, let's face it, these
shows are a fad- a rather successful fad,
I will admit- and it is quite doubtful that
they will leave as lasting of an impression
on kids today as did the cartoons of old.
Children are going to make role models
out of media figures and other individuals
they see on television. lf people are so
worried about these being rappers and the
like, then why not do what was successful
in the past and give them great animated
heroes? £ mean, even if they are robots
that turn into semi-trucks and jets, or soldiers that enjoy telling really bad jokes
after saving the day, at least it is something successful and not Mexican
wrestlers fighting a cybernetically
enhanced Chihuahua.
Oh, well, I don't know if things will
ever be like the good ol' days again. And
unfortunately, knowing is half the battle.

fohn Gibson is a junior history major from
Henderson.
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Regents to lead presidential search
BY J ASON YAT£S
EDITO~ IN CHIEf

The Murray State Board
of Regents wasted no time
laying the groundwork for
replacing University President Kern Alexander, who
unexpectedly announced
his retirement Feb. 13.
During the Feb. 16 Board
- of Regents meeting, the
Board voted to act as the
presidential search committee just as they did when
Alexander was hired in

1994.
"The search will be
nationwide, and we will
whittle down the applications and look at references," Board of Regents
Chairman Sid Easley said.
"The Kentucky legislature
says the Board should hire
every employee, but will
delegate some responsibilities to search committees.
But selecting an University
president might be the most
important job the Board
does."
Easley said it is too early
in the process to predict
how many candidates will

be brought to campus for
the interview process. He
said the first step is to hire a
consultant, which he hopes
is completed in three weeks.
Vice President of Institutional Advancement Jim
Carter said an advertisement that will run in "The
Chronicle for Higher Education" is being designed by
marketing and graphic
design employees in the
University print shop.
Carter said the publication
has an elaborate section' of
openings for university
positions, and it reaches
across the t:nited States.
Easley said a series of
meetings beginning Monday will give Board members insight into what different constituencies consider important criteria for
hiring a new president.
Monday's meeting will be
at 3:30 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theater for College
of Business .1nd Public
Affairs and College of Education faculty.
Tuesday's meeting will be
at 3:30 p .m. in the Curris
Center Theater for College

of Humanities and Fine
Arts and Schnol of Agriculture faculty.
Wednesday's
meeting
will be at 3:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Theater for
College of Health Sciences
and Human Services and
CoUege of Science, Engineering and Technology
faculty.
A meeting for Staff Congress members will be held
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center
Barkley
Room.
The Student Government
Association will have a
chance to provide input
March 14 at 5 p.m. in the
Curris Center
Barkley
Room.
Easley said community
members of Paducah, Henderson, Madisonville and
Hopkinsville can meet with
Board members March 12 in
each separate community.
A date will be a'nnounced
later for Murray residents.
"This provides everyone
to e~tablish criteria and tell
what they feel we should
look for in a president,"
Easley said.
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Faculty Senate President
Bill Call said problems
existed the last time a Murray State presidential search
was conducted. He said the
Board ignored much of the
faculty's input.
"The Board provided
very short notice of the
finalists so faculty did not
have adequate time to do
background checks," Call
said. "You don't want to
prejudge someone, but the
Board has a poor track
record."
Call said he would prefer
the model used during the
provost search that resulted
in C:ary Brockway's hiring
on Aug. 17,2000.
Call said several faculty,
staff, students, alumni and
community leaders were
involved in a large committ~ that oversaw the preliminary screening stages. He
said the faculty felt this
would be ideal for the presidential search, but the
Board rejected the idea.
Easley said the board's
goal is to have a new president in place by July 1.

Eastern's president also resigns;
universities see funding challenge
BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF W~JTER

Kern Alexander is not the only official
who will soon step down from d presidential position of a Kentucky university.
Eastern Kentucky University President
Bob Kustra said last Wt:'ek he intends to
resign in June 2002. Although he originalLy said he did not plan to serve as president for more than five years, Kustra will
be ending his tenure one year shy of that
figure .
"Dr. Kustra always planned to spend
the short term with us- it was a one contract time period," ~aid John Taylor, EKU
Faculty Senate chair.
Eastern's Board of Regents has 11 ,tcting
members, six of which were on the Board
during Kustra's hiring process in 1998.
Kustra mentioned this as a contributing
factor to his resignation.
"This essentially new board deserves
the opportunity to hire a new president/'
Kustra said in a statement.
Taylor said the Board was also preparing for a complete evaluation of the president's effectiveness and his resignation
would save them the cost of the evaluation.
But, like Alexander's tenure, Kustra's
tenure has ~parked controver:,;y. He
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altered EKU's structure by consolidating
its nine colleges into five and reworking
others, yet Taylor said he was only acting
under the direction of the Board of
Regents.
In addition, despite Kustra's ambitions,
Eastern's enrollment declined from the fall
of 1999 to the fall of 2000 by 2.7 percent,
while Western Ken tucky University and
Murray State experienced enrollm ent
increased.
Taylor defended Kustra and spoke
about the difficulties involved with being
president. He said Eastern had a decrease
in enrollment, but a study by the state of
Kentucky showed lower numbers of high
school graduates and a good economy
may be more responsible for the enrollment decline. Eastern has suffered from
decreased revenue as well.
"The other aspect that makes the job difficult has been the funding for higher education," Taylor said. >'Some of the universities have been dealing with a decrease in
funding from the s tate, and the only way
you can go on is to increase tuition."
Kustra's 15-month notice should give
the Board members time to search for a
new president. Taylor said officials must
first look at the future of the university
and identify its priorities.

753-3812

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

ConQratulations
to our newly
elected officers
P r esident
UP Member DeveloPme nt
UP ScholarshiP
UP Recruitment
UP OPerations
UP Finance
UP CamPus Relations
ProPe rfY Coordinator
New Member Coordi nator
Pers onal DeveloPment
Sisterhood
PhilanthroPY
Social Coordinator
Ritual Coordinator
MembershiP Coordinator
Public Relations
Risk Manas ement
Alumnae Relations
Acti vities Coordinator
Purchasin.e Coordina tor
CooresPonde nce
Son.e Coordinator
SPecial Events
Panhellenic RePresentat ives
Recruitment Assi stant
F i nance Assistant
Telecommunications

R e becca Francis
StePhanie Wat son
Ellen Yonts
R e bekah Cansler
CaseY Jenkins
B e th Harney
Maria Brock
Lane Dennis on
K r ista Doron
Rachel Walker
EmilY Burrou.eh s
S a ra Dra ke
A le s ha Holder
Julia Wilson
Nat alie Ford
M ichelle Ber.eant
Dawn Johnson
Jessic a Reed
Janna Choate
C aseY Gre er
Whitne Y Burrou.ehs
Chr istian Irwi n
Chris t ina Clark
C ariss a Ham
JennY Moss
Shawna Rushin.e
Janine Perkins

753-4424

Position Available at
The Murray State News

for the 2001-2002
school year
'

tor

Amanda Armstron.e

Applications due by 5 p.m. on
Monday, March 5.
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Hopkinsville site to offer 4-year degree; Board of Regents set meal, room rates
Board of Regents voted
Cha • Ch I•ng Tile
Board approves controversial zoning
to raise some rates Friday
BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER

BY MARCI OwEN
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A $6.5 million grant from the
state provides funding for the
University to construct a Hop·
kinsvilJe facility that will a llow
students to receive a four-year
degree.
Dean of the Center for Continuing Education John Yates
said currently students can
obtain four-year degrees in
business, elementary education and nursing throu gh Murray State at Hopkinsville Community College, but it is
becoming difficult to get classroom space when needed
because of the growth of HCC.
' Yates said the new building
will provide more classes so
other degrees, such as special
education, will be available.
With most classes being
offered at night, non-traditional students will also be able to
use the facility.
Yates said state grants w ill
cover the project's . cost, an d
the state will also provide
additional funding for annual

operation. Athletics Director
E.W. Dennison said the Racer
Foundation purchased 480
acres in Hopkinsville's Lovers
Lane area about two years ago
for $3.4 million.
The Racer Foundation sold
70 acres to Murray State for
$500,000 and another portion
of the lan d was sold for a veteran's cemetery.
While Hopkinsville residents have expressed delight
regarding the new Murray
State facility, concerns have
been addressed elsewhere.
When the Racer Foundation
purchased the property it was
out of the Hopkinsville city
limits in a residential area. But
Tuesday the Hopkinsville City
Council voted to annex the
property and designated it a
commercial zone.
Area residents, including
David Arvin, are fearful of
what will accompany the new
zoning.
"We have no problem with
the college itself," Arvin said.
"What we are opposed to is
what the zoning will bring to

our neighborhood ."
Many Lovers Lane residents
came to the city council meeting requesting a buffer zone,
w hich wou ld allow for a
breach between the commercial development and their
backyards, but their requests
were denied.
Association Vice President
of Facilities Management
Dewey Yeatts said contractor
CB and S Construction, out of
West Somerset, has fa llen
about a month behind schedule. Substantia l completion,
which means they can occupy
and use the building, is set for
July 22 with final completion
Sept. 20.
"Contractually, we are still
holding them to their completion date," Yeatts said. "There
were a few days they can claim
as weather delays, but they
acknowledge it is their fault."
The problem was because of
a subcontractor CB and S h ired,
Yeatts said . Otherwise the
company is meeting FaciHties
Management's expectations.

Mondisr - Free Pool All Nieht Lone
WednesdaY Nilbt
HaPP» Hour · S1BEER

$1 BEER

Campus resid ents and m eal p lan users can expect
to fork over some extra cash to Murray State next
year as a result of room and board rate increases.
The Board of Regents voted 10-1 in favor of
increasing housing and meal p lan rates Feb. 16. As
a result, s tudents will experience a 4 percent price
increase fo r Jiving in the residen tial colleges and a 2
percent increase on meal plans.
Stud ent Government Association President
Michael Thome said housing upgrades p lanned for
this su mmer accounted for par t of the rate increases. Board Cha irman Sid Easley ad ded that the rising
rates were routine and reflected inflationary costs.
"In order to meet exp enses we usually raise rates
each year," Easley said . "Utility and proper ty management costs go up.''
Food Services Director Bill Benriter said prices for
meal p lans usually fluctuate around 5 percent or
below from year to year.
"Perishable foods have increased sligh tly in price
this year," Benriter said. "Our hope is that the 2
percent increase w ill cover it. We try to keep the
rates as low as possible."
Thome was the only person to vote against the
rate increase proposal. He said he votes against any
student fee increase because h e believes that is what
the majority of the s tudents would want hlm to do.
The negative reactions of several residential college dwellers proved Thorne is represen ting the
wishes of h is constituents.
"The rates shouldn't increase just because of new
fire and cable systems," Sharlene Beckett, sopho-

Tcdtoos 4nd Sod9 Pill'Cinss
Are you ready for !iprlng Break?
• Artwork by: Stash • 5% off with student 1.0.

Band: ~[p[b~flal dJCOOl~
out ol Jackson, MS
Saturday Night

Greg

Stark/The News

more from Louisville, said, in referen ce to last

year's rate hike to cover the costs of new fire safety
systems installed in the residential colleges.
Lisa Brown, junior from Evansville, Ind ., said the
University seems to raise ra tes and not follow
through with proposed renovations.
"They say this kind of thing every year," Brown
said. "We a ren't getting much for what we pay for.
These buildings need to be renovated anyway they're old."
Yet Cheryl Osting, junior of Louisville, said like
anything people pay for, the prices will increase.
She said the benefits of living in the residential colleges are worth a s ligh t increase now and then.
"Truthfully, the rate increase doesn't bother me
much because the housing people do so much for
us," Osting said. "They keep up the residential colleges and provide us with a lot of benefits, like the
new cable and internet connections."
Osting also added sh e enjoyed the financial security of living on camp us and paying one flat, yearly
rate instead of having to be concerned with paying
off-campus rents, which often fluctuate from month
to month.

*FREE TUITION
*$ 8000 BONUS
*Officer Programs
Positions Available
Military Pollee, Intelligence, Aviation Mechanics.
Electronics, Special Forces, etc.

KY NATIONAL GUARD

75g.5600
realityOrnurray-ky.net

Bl6 APPII (All

$949
$97

l-800-GO-GUARD

• Privacv bootlls available upon request.
1415 1/2 Main St. 100% state approved

$678

$930
$95

with
LIFE TIME BENEFITS

Friday, Feb. %3

1\-1~ RBdL~

$665

~~

Frat Nl8ht - 83 pltoh....

" Reality is whatever you make it."

$1,615
$1,010

PART-TIME WORK

Wed./Thursday

Pizza. BBQ. Pool. Bi~ Screen TV

Double occupancy 1'001111
7-meal Racer .....
10-mul Racer Plan
Racer Elite pllln

•2001-02

$1,455
$970

Wednesday
FREE at door whh coUege m,
Free Beer for the laclles.

Mon.-Sat. 5-'l P.m.

Sinlle occupancy roams

• 2000..()1

Puryear, TN

Wake Up Call!

(901)·%47·5%%1

Save 20-40% on all
bedroom furniture.

lening He•111n food, Dell
landwl1he1 & (old Beer

Happy
Birthtlay
Kelli!

IWcbell Now Open llldl ttJC) p.m.

~Q)\;7 -

Every piece in ever) Pier 1 Imports' bedroom

(!]]00] 0fiill1

co l lection is now on sa le. Including nights t ands,
dressers, armoires and more. B ut don't get
caught napping. Sa l e ends Ma r ch 3rd .
P y ramid
Sh own :

Nigbrstand, Reg SISO SA LE Silt
7-drawer chest , Re&. S2SO SALE $10
Queen footboard , ReJ. S22S SA LE S 110
Queen headboard. Reg. S2SO SAL E SlOO
6·drawer drcmr. Reg. $600 SA LE $410
Bn~euainmcnt center, Reg. $800 SAL E $640
Othu Ppamid pitct,r 1alt priced $ 1 0 0-$ 'U 0

To a sweetheart of a
co-worker, happy
21st from your
friends at The
Murray State News!
l.oc•fed on ~·· SOIJIH
• ., lllllelleadl ........,. ~~

Best Damn Pizza in
the Greater
Metropolitan
Buchanan area
plus Shrimp,
Enchiladas,
Sandwiches
and Cold Beer

13 miles south or Murray on 121 on the Stateline
901·232· 8323

Pi11r1 imPDII

U niv ers i ty Pl az a e C h est nut S t .
Mu r ra y, K Y

r-----------------,
MURPHY
USA~f

New Breakfast Snaclcs: Muffins, Danish, Donuts, etc.
Free I 6oz. coffee with purchase.

Winter S,eclqls
Cappuccino
Coffee

I 0¢

49¢

Any size fountain drink 49¢

Cigarettes - Marlboro Reds & Lights 3 pack special.
Save $3.50 when you buy 3 until 212810 I.

We n ow h ave r oses a nd bo uq ue t s
$1.99 Ros es I $4.99 Bouquets
New Elvis & Hea rts o n Fire Lo tt e r y Ti c ke ts!
807 N . I 2th St.
_.
In front of Wai-Mart
1
L.

_________________

...

•

......._.
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Friendships often tested in college
BY WINDY MOHEAD
STAFF WRITER

College is a time of change and
friendships oft~n cannot outlast the
strain of transition.
"When people are in college, they're
being pulled in so many different
directions," said Pat McCutchen, sociology lecturer.
McCutchen said belonging to a
social group is vital at any age, but college students work in a different
dynamic.
"Moving from rugh school to a college campus, people tend to break
apart as far as old friendships and
become involved in activities with
people that share common interests,"
McCutchen said.
Dannean Farris, counselor in the

Counseling and Testing center, said
college students are allowed a new
freedom when choosing friends they
did not have in high school, which can
lead to making friends with more
diverse backgrounds.
"In college, people are experimenting and learning about all types of
relationships," Farris said. "They
choose without anyone looking over
their shoulder."
As in all relationships, friendships
require time and it is the lack of available time that contributes to the deterioration of many college friendships.
"Friendships don't maintain themselves," McCutchen said. "In this culture, the main focus is on being busy.
We don't have time for our friends
and family."

The stress inherent to the college
lifestyle can also dissolve friendships.
"Sometimes we feel so overwhelmed that we feel we can barely
take care of ourselves, much less our
friends," McCutchen said.
Farris Listed behavioral traits such as
djscounting people, dishonesty and
the unwillingness to make time for a
friend as warning signs of a troubled
friendship.
Students should understand different people have different capacities for
friendship, Parris said.
Parris said students should not base
their self-worth on their friends.
Said Farris: "Bottom line: You need
to learn to like yourself and not look
for your value in others before you can
be a better friend.''
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Friendship vital to college experience
BY KRISTA MATHENY
STAff W~tTER

Photos by Laura Deaton/The News

People have been encouraged to have friends from
an early age. Having friends
is human nature, and it is
evident in our interactions
with others. Co11ege is a
breeding ground for nevv
friends and acquaintances.
"Human beings are social
beings,"
said
Pat
McCutchen, sociology lecturer. "We tend to like to
spend time with other people, not to say that a person
that likes being alone all the
time tsn't unhealthy."
Friendships form through

c1 connection a person feels
with another person. The
ability to communicate is
vital in forming and preserving a strong bond
between people. Everyone
has the need to be able to
speak their views and be
understood by others
"We share that desire to
have a certain oneness with
other people," McCutchen
said. "It gives us a sense of
validity to share similar
beHefs.''
Ben Cartinhour, junior
from Versailles, said friendship b a very important
c1spect of his life. Cartinhour
said friends are good when

things get tough.
"It's nice to have someone
in the trenches with you,"
Cartinhour said. "When
times are hard, it's good to
have someone to be there
with you.''
Friendships can also be
therapeutic. Patch Adams,
the physician made famous
by the 1999 film, analyzes
the concept of having
friendships with patients
and the benefits of that relationship in his article
"Friendsrup is Therapy" at
www.newage.com.
"If we are to survive as a
species we must heal our
society," he wrote. "Bore-

dom, loneliness and fear
have a devastating stranglehold on our society, exemplified by rampant crime of
every description. We must
replace an ethic that worships power with one that
values love and community."
People need to interact
with others to give them a
healthy psy<!hiatric life and
a fulfilling social one.
"We engage ~ach other's
interests, celebrate each other's highs and weep over
the lows," Adams wrote.
"We hug each other not just
as a greeting but to charge
each other up."
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The
Week
Ahead
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

•Cinema
lntematiorulGerman
film
" Hitlerjunge
Quex,"
Curris
Center Theater,
7:30 p.m. Free
admission.

•Cinema
InternationalGerman
film
"Hitlerjunge
Quex,"
Curris
Center Theater,
7:30 p .m. Free
admission.
• Recital- Faculty
recital and guest
artist, Performing
Arts Hall, 8 p .m.
Free admission.

• Bible studyUniversity
Church of Christ,
9a.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha, Elizabeth College back
lobby, 10:15 to
10:45 a.m. Rides
to the church of
your choice will
be
provided
afterward.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• Exhibit- Easter
Kentucky University faculty
works, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery.
•Ethnic
programRecognizing Academic Achievement for AfricanAmerican stu·
dents,
Curtis
Center Mississippi Room, 5 p.m.
•Clark CollegeCouncil meeting,
Clark
College
second floor
study lounge, 9
p.m.

A LOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.

1·UESDAV

WEDNESDAY

• Exhibit- Easter • Exhibit- PurKentucky Uni- chase-Pennyrile
versity faculty · Regional High
works, Clara M. School Art Exhiupper
Eagle Art Gallery. bition,
• Festival- Quad level Clara M.
State Junior High Eagle Art Gallery.
Choral Festival, •FestivalLovett Auditori- Athena Festival,
um, all day. Free Doyle Fine Arts
Center, all day.
admission.
•CAB- Campus • SGA- Student
Activities Board Government
meeting, Curris Association StuCenter Tennessee dent Senate meeting, Curris Center
Room, 4:30 p.m.
• Black Student Barkley Room, 5
Council- Meet- p.m.
ing, Curris Center •Ethnic
Barkley Room, 6 program- "Sister
p.m.
2 Sister" monthly
• Hester College- meeting, MultiCouncil meeting, cultural Center, 6
Hester
back p.m.
lobby, 9:15 p.m.

THURSDAY
•FestivalAthena Festival,
Doyle Fine Arts
Center, all day.
•Cinema
InternationalHong Kong film
''The Killer," Curris Center Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Free admission.
•Elizabeth
College- Honor
society monthly
meeting, 8 p.m.
•Yoga- Hart College conference
room, 8 p.m. Free
admission.

Mirrorless Monday kicks off Eating Disorders Awareness Week
are to society and how often they are
used to judge worth and value.
According to research from the
Mirrors may not give a true reflec- Women's Center, 22 percent of college
tion Monday.
women diet "often or always." The
Many of the mirrors in restrooms research also suggests the prevalence
around campus will be covered next of people's discontent with their bodweek for National Eating Disorders ies.
Awareness Week.
Additionally, almost every week
"Mirrorless Monday is a way to get students comes to the Women's Cenpeople to focus on their inner beauty, ter to share their concerns about a
rather than their outer appearance," friend who is engaging in unhealthy
said Leslie Rowland, Women's Center weight management practices.
student staff member.
One in four college women have an
The Women's Center has asked eating disorder and 10 percent of
campus organizations to adopt a those people with eating disorders are
building in which to cover the mir- men, according to www.student.com.
rors. They will cover the mirrors with Symptoms of eating disorders include
paper and decorate the paper with unexplained, sudden weight loss, a
positive images and affirming state- compulsive desire to exercise and a
ments such as "you are a worthwhile preoccupation with food and weight.
human being" and "beauty is in the
The Women's Center is also sponeye of the beholder."
soring several other activities for
Mirrorless Monday encourages National Eating Disorders Awareness
thought about how important mirrors Week. A panel discussion, "Weight
BY JENNIE RIPPERDA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Management: the Good, the Bad and
the Ugly," will be held in the Freed
Curd Auditorium on Monday at 7
p .m.
Regents and Clark colleges will
have a debate on the media's influence
on perceptions of the body on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater. The Body Fair will be held on the
Curris Center second floor on Thursday from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Several
organizations from campus and businesses from the community will sponsor games and activities that help people better appreciate their body.
A raffle will be held during the Body
Fair for baskets filled with donations
from businesses in town. The Women's Center wil) hold a 2.2 mile celebration walk · around campus on
March 2.
Anyone wanting more information
on National Eating Disorders Awareness Week may phone the Women's
Center at 762-3140.

Photo Illustration by l aura Deaton/The News

The Women's Center will sponsor Mlrrorless Monday to start National EatIng Disorders Awareness Week.

The brothers of Pi Kappa ~lpha would like to invite the followirw jirls to their Crush Dance~
• 3rL, <march 2nd, 2001
• Starts at 8p~m~ at the Pike fo@e
Allie Alexander
Maria Alonte
Chelsea Anderson
Kenya Atherton
Holly Baco
Natalie Baker
Cari Barnett
Sarah Beebe
Heather Bennett
Sarah Beyer
Laura Blake
Elizabeth Blackford
LaDonna Boren
Whitney Bouroughs
Michelle Bregant
Melanie Brewer
Brooke Brittan
Natalie Brlngham
Sarah Broughton
Tracy Buck
Julie Burnett
Michelle Byassee
Katt Cannon
Rebekah Cansler
Lindsey Chamberlain
Tara Chandler
Tanya Chapman
Janna Chote
Bethany Clark
Whitney Coleman
Kelly Connor
Lendsey Conrad
Melanie Davis
Wendy Davis
Lane Dennison
Stephanie Devone
Krista Doron
Terra Dunn

\

Ann Edwards
Ashley Elliot
Kayla Elliot
Shannon Fluke
Krystal French
April Freeman
Stacy Fuller
Jesse Gagel
Lauren Gentry
Mary Gernlgln
Cynthia Glass
Amy Green
Julie Hallemeier
Carrlssa Ham
Kelly Hard
Mary Beth Harris
Tracy Harris
Jessi Harrison
Nina Hartley
Lyndsey Henet
Jennifer Hibbs
Jessica Hicks
Shelley Hill
Julie Hoffman
Alesha Holder
Lynsey Hunt
Atsuko lsomae
Marcie Ivy
Julie Janes
Mandy Jenkins
Missy Jenkins
Ashley Johnson
Dawn Johnson
Julie Jones
Paula Jones
Megan Kaelin
Holly Kelly
Valerie Kerns

Nikki Key
Amy Kindle
Mary Liz Lafferty
Jennifer Langford
Robyn Langston
Ashley Lee
Jamie Lee
Trlsha Lee
Tiffany Leech
Kristen Little
Rachel Lowery
Stevie Lowery
Tina Marshall
Hillary Martin
Brooke McClellan
Ashley Meader
Marla Meadows
Natalie Meeks
Holly Miles
Jamie Moss
Marilee Morgan
Kim Morris
Whitney Morris
Tera Overby
Mary Owler
Shannon Ozaras
Jennifer Payne
Laura Pendleton
Mandy Phelps
Alison Prfce
Emily Pyle
Kristin Pyle
Elaine Ratliff
Amberly Rawlings
Morgan Rawlings
Rachael Rogers
Ashley Rose
Jessica Rosebud

Emily Rottgering
Becky Roy
Shawna Rushing
Sara Schmidt
Abby Shelton
Nancy Shelton
Nicole Shelton
Natalie Slayden
Jana Smith
Ellsla Soto
Melissa Spencer
Liz Stansberry
Christy Straugn
Anna Tate
Tabitha Terrell
Jessica Town
Tonya Traylor
Tracy Utterback
Christine Vaughan
Ashley Walker
Rachel Walker
Rhonda Walker
Andrea Warnsman
Lauren Watson
Elly Wells
Kim West
Tiffany White
Carla Wiggins
Julie Williams
Sara Williams
Ashley Wilson
Julia Wilson
Katie Wilson
HaJey Witherspoon
Meghan Wnorowskl
Amy Wood
Courtney Wood
Misty
Ellen Yonts
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Horton uses hard work, determination to succeed

8 ~tltZiclll.f.

BARRIJ:RS

'

I think sometimes
people are afraid to come
outside their comfort
zone."
-Lauren Ho

'

BY MEUSSA STONEBERGER
COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

Lauren Horton sweated her way
into the Student Government Association.
For two weeks in the blazing
August sun, Horton stood outside
trying to gain votes for her freshman senate campaign. Monday
through Friday from noon to 4 p.m.,
Horton, junior from Louisville,
could be seen wearing a sandwich
board to promote her campaign.
And it worked.
"Some people would offer me ice
cream, or drink or shade, but I
would say, 'no, that defeats the purpose,"' Horton said.
Horton has been working for SGA
ever since her sweltering August
effort. She is currently serving as a
Regents College senator. But, it was
her first campaign that defined her
time at Murray State: hard work
and determination.
She carries these two ideas with
her while serving the student body.
Horton is one of four African-American members of the 60-member
SGA Senate, a place where she can
serve as a voice to students of different cultures.
"They should try to reach a little
more to all cultures," Horton said.
HThey're doing a good job, but they
could do a Little bit more."
Horton said SGA could reach out

to African-American students
through their entertainment choices. Horton said she thinks SGA
would gain more favor if they
geared entertainment to all students.
Horton is also historian for the
Black Student Council. She is able to
bring ideas from the council to the
SGA Senate.
Viktor Kerney, graduate student
from Union City, Tenn., said Horton is full of ideas.
"She values other people's opinions and tries to incorporate others'
ideas," Kerney said.
Horton also works as a student
ambassador for the University. Hor·
ton said she is a student ambassador because it gives her a chance
to help prospective students gain
information about the school.
" I like being the first face from the
school students and parents see,"
Horton said.
And being a familiar face is nothing new to Horton. She also spends
some of her time as a reporter and
anchor for MSU TV-11. Horton said
being a journalist is a valuable experience and has helped her relate to
many people.
"As a journalist, I've learned to
comfort the afflicted and afflict the
comforted," Horton said.
Afflicting the comforted is something that can be tied into the racial
issue, Horton said. She said stu-

Ryan Brooks/The News

Lauren Horton, junior from louisville, prepares for a newscast at MSU
TV-11. Horton is also active in two student government organizations.
dents should not be so comfortable
all the time, and should be aware of
others. She said in the real world,
students will work with all types of
people and it is better for them to

get used to being with others of different backgrounds.
Said Horton: "I think sometimes
people are afraid to come outside
their comfort :zone."

Kitchen Now OPen, Killer Cheesebureers
"Alittle ol' bar in Tennessee"
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Open Thursday, Friday & Saturday

10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Now looking for fuU and part time help to work on Ebay.

For achie v ing high scholastic s tandard s, each
Tri-Sigma e arning a G PA over 2.7 w as put
into a drawing for awar d s ! Congra tula tions
to those who won!

Winning 2 free movie passes
and achieving a 2.7 -2.9 GPA

Sarah Morgan
Katrina James
Meredith Rahrn
Josie O'Rourke
Victoria Gilmore
Winning a $25 gift certificate
to 15th ~ Olive and achieving
a 3.0 -3.4 GPA

Andrea Warnsman
Liz Harper
Angela Arnold
Winning $100 in cash and
achieving a 3.5 - 4.0

Sarah Relken Kim Rush

VI D EO SUPER STORE

Your Added Convenience
Movie World Now Has
2 Locations!"

~~For

*- 7 1 4

1\1 .

1 i! t: h !it: •

.JCPenney !ihopplng Center

:Jk. New Lo c a tion at
Murray Kr o ger
:Jk. Over 7 00 DVD•

I n !i t: o ckl
a ny 3

f o r &7.50

(I n c l u d e• DVD•J
i! - l\l lght R e ntal

753-7670
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Tech hands Racers second worst home OVC loss ever
Murray State 71
Tenn. Tech 94

BY JASON BILUNGSLEY

RECORDS: MURRAY
STATE 16-11 (11-5
OVC), TENNESSEE
TECH 18-8 ( 12-3
OVC)
KEY PLAYERS:
ISSAC SPENCER, 26
POINTS, 10
REBOUNDS; CHRIS
SHUMATE, 19
POINTS.
COMMENTS: " IN THE
SCOPE Of THE LAST
20 YEARS, THIS HAS
TO BE ONE OF THE
BIGGEST SEASONS
EVER. IF YOU WANT
TO WIN AN OVC
CHAMPIONSHIP, YOU
HAVE TO GO
THROUGH MUUAY
STATE, AND THEIR TRA·
DITION AND HISTORY.
HOPEFULLY, THIS Will
BE A CATALYST TO PUT
us ON THE MAP. H

One day after the 48th anniversary of Murray
State's worst home Ohio Valley Conference loss ever,
Tennessee Tech handed the Racers their second worst
home OVC loss ever.
The Golden Eagles (18-8, 12-3 OVC) put on an
offensive clinic against the Murray State Racers (1611, 11-5 OVC) on Senior Night, winning the OVC title
outright at the Regional Special Events Center 94-71
last night.
On Feb. 21, 1953, Eastern Kentucky defeated MSU
96-68, while the team wa&"still named the Thoroughbreds and played in the Carr Health Building. Racer
A rena had not opened. That game was also the last
game before the 1953 OVC Tournament.
TTU Head Coach Jeff Lebo, most likely to be voted
OVC Coach of the Year for the second consecutive
year in only three years at Tech, said it was nice to
have a banner to put in the Eblen Center, the Golden
Eagles first since 1985. Tech's only other three conference titles are from the '60s. The women's program
has 14 OVC banners hanging in the rafters.
"In the scope of the last 20 years, this has to be one
of the biggest seasons ever," Lebo said. "If you want
to win a n OVC Championship, you have to go
through Murray State, and their tradition and history. Hopefully, this will be a catalyst to put us on the
map."
Tennessee Tech destroyed Murray State's zone
defense in the first half, shooting 55 percent from the
field and taking an 18-point lead into the locker
room. The Racers made a run in the second half, cutting the lead to nine with 11 :42 left in the game, but
an 18-6 run by Tech in the next 5:04 extended the lead
back to 21 points. MSU could not get the lead less
than 20 the rest of the game.
Racer Head Coach Tevester Anderson said a combination of Tech's shooting and rebounding, and the
Racers fatigue because of p laying four games this
week were the keys to the loss.
"They were hungry for a championship and they
got what they deserved," Anderson said. "I don't
want to make excuses for our kids, but we had one

-TTU HEAD COACH
JEFF LEBO, ON WIN-

NING THE GOLDEN
EAGlES fiRST ovc

SPORTS EDITOR

day to prepare for them (Tech) and they had four.
You have to give them credit, they came out and
played extremely well tonight, and we didn't play
well."
TfU was led by by Leigh Gayden, who scored 33
points on 11-of-18 shooting, with eight assists. Four
other Golden Eagles broke double figures, including
likely First Team All-OVC member Larrie Smith, who
had 16 points and 10 rebounds.
Gayden said Murray State came out in a zone
defense, t hey got excited.
"When another team plays us zone, it' s like our
eyes light up,'' Gayden said. " We're pretty good
shooters, so we're looking to shoot when someone
plays us zone. Of course we have Larrie (Smith) and
DeAntoine (Beasley) under the b.tsket, so if they get
the ball, we get shots after people double down on
them."
The Racers were led by their only senior, Isaac
Spencer, senior from Montgomery, Ala., who had 26
points, 10 rebounds and only two turnovers. Chris
Shumate, sophomore from Louisville, had 19 points
and was the only other Racer in double figures.
"Isaac played his heart out tonight,'' Anderson
said. "But he didn't get much help from his teammates. That's the disappointing part of it. If he had
got some help from his teammates, then I thought we
would of had a chance to win it."
The Racers will still host a first round game of the
OVC Tournament on Tuesday, but can finish anywhere from the No. 2 seed to the No. 4 s eed, depending on other conference ac tion la$t night and Saturday night and the tie breaker among the Racers, Eastern Illinois and Austin Peay.
Anderson said not winning the title might be a
blessing in disguise if properly packaged .
"I think we'll be more determined this time in
Nashville, perhaps more than if we had won
tonight," Anderson said. " If we approoch it the right
way, and our kids are mentally tough enough, this
could be a bles::.ing in disgube."
Tuesday's first round game of the OVC Tournament will be at 7 p.m. in RSEC, nnd will be televised
on Fox Sports South.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Cuthbert Victor, freshman from St. Croix. Virgin Isla nds, searches
for an open teammate in the Racers' 94-71 loss to TTU last night.

Lady Racers fall to Tennessee Tech for 11th consecutive time
.

BY JusnN McGtLL

Murny State 49
Tenn. Tech 74
Rrcoaos: MURRAY
STATE 7-20 (5·11
OVC}, TENNESSEE
TECH 22-4 ( 15..0
OVC)
KEY PlAYERS:
LlZ STANSBERRY, 13
POINTS; KERRl
SHIELDS, 10 POINTS;
MONIKA GADSON,
NINE POINTS, EIGHT
REBOUNDS.

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Monika Gadson, senior from Sinningham, Ala.,wanted the Lady Racers
to beat Tennessee Tech just one time
in he r four years at Murray State.
Bu t last night the Golden Eaglettes
defeated the Lady Racers 74-49 on
Senior Night at the Regional Special
Events Center. It was the Lady Racers
11th consecutive loss to Tech.
''We haven't beaten them (ITU)
since I've been here, so it would have
been very special," said Gadson, who
had nine points and led MSU with

eight rebounds. "But we d idn't get it
done. We11 just have to hope for a
win on Tuesday." ..
After MSU played the Ohio Valley
Conference-leadin g Tech almost
evenly the first half, MSU held a fourpoint lead midway through the half
and trailed 33-25 at halftimt!.
"Our post defense wasn't as good
in the second half as it was in the
first," Lady Racer Head Coach Eddie
Fields said. "They've got a great combination there, and we weren't able to
stop their strength within the paint.
We just didn't get it done."

Showcasing that inside dominance they're very well coached," Stansber- good game, but I would rather hav.e
were OVC Player of the Year candi- ry said . "We just have to focus and had a win," Shields said. "But it feels
..
date Janet H olt, who scoretl 22 points ..dig down in our heart now."
.!_g go o~t Ql1 a good note."
:
~- ~
Stansberry, who transferred from
Gadson's career 1,311 points ran~
and grabbed 14 reh9unds, and Iesha
Vincennes University two years ago, her eighth all-time. She is also thira
jones, who led 1TU with 25 poinb.
"We tried douhhng back in there holds the RSEC record for consecu- on the career rebounding list (839),
;md all of a sudden they hit some tive free throws (19) and ranks leoding the OVC in the category la~t
threes," Fields said. '''H\ey've got a among several lady Racer cart-er year and curr~ntly leading this yedl;!
solid team. They can hurt you inside top-10 lists, including second all- She also ranks fifth on the all-tim~
time in three-point baskets per game blocked shots list (60).
and ou~ide."
As of press time, the Lady RacerS'
Liz Stansberry, senior from Barg- (1.22).
first-round
opponent in the touma~
Shields
was
the
only
other
MSU
er:."Ville, Ind., led the Lady Racers
ment
was
not
detennined, but MSU
player
in
doul}le
figures,
with
a
with 13 points in her frnal home
is
assured
of
playing on the road
career-high 10 points.
game.
• •!
"They're a very a good team and
" I was happy to have a person;tl Tuesday night.

.

Dunker loses head after entertaining Racer football, basketball fan~j.·.·
BY JusnN McGILL

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Regional Special Events
Center audience witnessed something more than an athletic contest between Ohio VaHey Conference rivals last nigh t.
Dunker, MSU's mascot, was
unmasked.
Kyle Rickard, sophomore from
Springfield, Mo., spent this academic year at sports events dis·
guiscd as the equine mascot. He is
also on the men's crew team and
the Regents College athletics
director.
"He's been very a nimated and
he's been good with the kids,"
said Sheri Riddle, MSU cheerlead·
ing sponsor. "He's been good to
do personal appearances, and
he's probably been more places
than Dunker has usuaUy been in

Ryan Brooks/The News

Kyle Rickard, sophomore from Springfield, Mo., entertained
many Murray State football and basketball fans as Dunker.
the past."
Traditionally, Dunker's identity
is kept secret until the end of the

basketball season. Rickard and his
roommate Richie McClerkin,
junior from Hickman and a varsi-

ty chl>crleader, said this has not
been nn easy task.
"It's almost impossible to keep
it a St."'Cret fn1m everyone because
there ore so many people around
you thilt are part of your life, and
you can't lie to them," Rickard
said.
Rickard said he prefers pcrfonning at basketball games.
"Basketball games are easier in
a sense," Rickard said. "They' re a
lot more fun . There's a lot more
excitement and enthusiasm at the
games for basketball than there is
for football. For football games, I
had to climb the entire .set of
ble.1chers, which was a pain at
times."
RickoJrd listed the limited physical nbuse he rece.ives from fans
and the uncomfortable suit as the
most negative aspects of being

Dunker.
'The down falls are that you
have people coming up and kicking }'OU and punching you and
picking on you, and that kind of
sucks," Rickard said. "But there
aren't as many of them .1s you'd
think."
Rickard said he would remembcr the interaction he has had
with opponents' mascots, most
notably an altercation during a
football game against Western
Kentucky.
"My most memorable moment
is probably getting in a fight with
Big Red and putting a trash c.m
on hi!> head; ' Rickard said .
Rickard also mentionl>d MSU's
home basketball game .1gainst
Southeast Missouri when he
pullc.."li a SEMO shirt out of his
suit nnd stomped on it at mid-

court.
•• -~
McClerkin has had some"
court escapades with Dun~
•
One stunt almost made its waj
onto the ESPN2 b roadcast ~J
MSU's recent game against I:!Mt;
ern Illinois.
""!:
"Not too long ago, when we
played on ESPN2, we were tryin~
to perform an acrobatic dun~
where Dunker jumpt>d off of rny
back and tried to dunk the bati.:
McCierkin said. "That's my moSl
memorable moment."
. ~.
McOerkin said being Dunker
has had a positive effect on . t\1$
roommate.
'
Said McCierkin: "f think ht-4
come out of his shell •' little bit
more on his goofy side, becau~
he'~ getting to apply it to something positive and not get in trou:.
ble by it."

on;

~.

For driver who seemed immortal, Earnhardt s death still unbelievable-.
Sports Talk

G REG
S TARK

"DALE EARNHARDT IS DEAD.

I'M STILL IN
DENIAL. "

Dale Eamlmrdl is dead.

C'mon. I don't believe it. It looked
like he took a pretty hard lick, but I've
seen him walk away from wrecks that
appeared worse than that, but Dale
E11mlmrdt L.:. dead?
I still don't believe it. I'm still expecting him to show up at Rockingham,
N.C., this weekend for his 677th Winston Cup start. They said he perished
in the accident in the last turn on the
last lap of the Daytona 500, but he still
finished 12th. I'm still expecting him to
bully his way from about 25th to the
front and reassert himself as a threat in
the points race.
Dale £amJwrdl is dead. t'm still in
denial.
It appeared ilt times that he was
invincible, like Sunday, when he slid
to the low side of the Daytona lntemational Speedway's backstretch to .woid

a h1gh-flying Tony Stewart. With help
from a slight nudge from Robby Gordon, Stewart performed a near·flclwless impersonation of Mary Lou Retton. At the end of this tumble, all Stewa rt earned was a precautionary trip to
the hospital, but no medals.
That accident took nearly 18 cars out
of the race, but Earnhardt managed to
avoid it. Earnhardt always managed to
b\? in the right place at the right time.
»'benever a wreck was developing,
he was able to slip low or high when
the situation called for it, and he would
always come through scott·frl'l.?.
When he did get into vidous accidents- like the hard tumble after a
head-on collision with the front
wall at Talladega, Ala., in 19% - he
walked away from them like he
was Superman. All Earnhardt did
was climb out of the ~ar and walk

in the ambul,mce, not knowing he
had a sternum injury.
But you can't c.11l Earnhardt Superman. He w,1sn't the hero who came
and saved the day. There wa1. m' mid·
dle ground with The Intimidator.
If you were a Darrell Waltrip fan in
the 1980s, you hated Earnhardt
because of their heated rivalry. It was
the same thing in the 1990s with Jeff
Gordon anJ Earnhardt
Most of his career, E.1mhudt looked
out for No. I on the race track - himself. But he showed ,m unselfish side
late in Sunday's 500. With e\'tmtual
race winner Michael Waltrip running
first and Dale Earnhardt Jr. in second,
Earnhardt seemed more content with
making sure Waltrip and his son
stayed out front , bt.>c.1usc he wanted to
see both cars he owned finish at the
top.

Most people know what h.,ppcned

on the l.l&t lap. It's been on television,
then' h.we been pitture::; of the Wfl'Ck
in the papers. t>.1any have said Earnhardt may have wanted to go this way,
but I don't think we can presume that.
He may have wanted to sec his older
sons (Dale Jr. and Kerrv) succeed in
racing. He may have wa~ted to see his
oldest daughter, Kelly, succeed in her
man,1gerial roles at Action Performance, a company the Earnhardt
estate owns that manufactures miniature d1e-ca::;t cars and racing apparel.
He may have wanted to see his
younge::.t daughter, Taylor Nicole,
grow and pro,per.
0,\le Earnhardt attempted to win the
Daytona 500 19 times before he finally
won it in 1998. Former rival Dc1rrcll
W,1ltrip also won "The Great American ({ace" in 1989 after 17 clttempts.

Before Earnhardt won the capstone of
his career, Waltrip often joked ab<nit
sitting on the back porch with The
Intimidator after both had retired .and
grown older.
In Waltrip's dream, they would discuss many things, how many
each won, how many championsl)ips
each driver won, but D.W. woujd
always end the conversation by saying, "Well, I won the Daytona 500."' ..
When everyone was consoling each
other after Earnhardt's death, Waltrip
could be heard saying, softly, possii?Jy
alluding to that old anecdote, ·~e
were going to grow old together." : ...
Dale Eamlzardt IS dead. There is· ito
denying the fact.

races

.
....
Grt'g Stark is tilt• associate editor for :''f!le

Murray State Nt•ws."
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.:•Antione Wh~lChel,

. ~tacey Holmes
·

,... ,.

Antione
,Whelchel and

• Stacey Holmes are
' in this week's

nuM

·. !Racer SportLight.
' Whelchel,
"SOphomore from
Galnsville, Ga.,
!averaged nine
~ P.Oint..:; a game ln
three games last
~eek, scoring 10
~ JPOints against
:Morehead State
rand seven against
Eastern Kentucky

Track, rifle stories on online site
The Murray State rifle team lost a
close match with West Virginia last
weekend, but is gojng to the NCAA
Championships again this year.
The Murray State indoor track and
field team is competing today and
tomorrow at the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament. Read both stories
online in the sports section at
www.thenews.org.

!during MSU's
·~ ''Death Valley"
trip, and 10
' ~oints 1\tesday
against Tennessee

·kPad

Athletics to run promotion for
first round of OVC Tournament

The Murray State athletics department
'· tate.ln that game
Whelchel thrilled will have a T-shirt promotion for the first
400 students attending the first round of
the Ohio Valley Conference men's basketball tournament at the Regional Special Events Center Tuesday at 7 p.m.
Tickets are $2 and can be purchased
today and Monday at the MSU Ticket
office. The game will be televised on Pox
Sports South.

the home crowd
by sinking a 35foot shot at the
buzzer, giving the
- Racers a 67-66 victory.

Holmes, fresh·
. ~man

from

senior from Murray; Geoffrey Gainford
(one try, three PATs,), senior from Murray; and J. J. Haney (one try), jumior
from Murray.
MSU plays again March 3 when they
will host Kentucky at 1 p.m. at the intramural field.

Conference names Holmes and
Spencer Players of the Week
Murray State guard Stacey Holmes,
freshman from Somerville, Tenn., was
named Ohio Valley Conference Player of
the Week for the week ending Feb. 18,
making her the first Lady Racer freshman
to receive the honor since its inception in
the 1978-79 season.
Holmes aver~ged 21.5 points per game
last week. Her best performance came at
Eastern Kentucky when she scored 27
points, the most by a Lady Racer freshman
since Hall-of-Farner Sheila Smith scored
34 against Youngstown State in 1986.
Holmes also averaged 7.5 rebounds per
game last week and hit 15 of 18 field goal
attempts (83.3 percent), including hitting
six of seven three point tries (85.7 percent).
The OVC also named Isaac Spencer
Player of the Week. Spencer, senior from
Montgomery, Ala., averaged 28.5 points
and 12.5 rebounds per game in wins
against Morehead State and Eastern Kentucky last week. Spencer added to his double-double total with a 30 point-12
rebound effort at EKU and a 27 point-13
rebound performance at Morehead.
Spencer, who now has 34 career doubledoubles, shot 53.7 percent from the field
and hit 13-of-16 free throw attempts.

::~melVille, Tenn.,
- made history last
MSU rugby defeats Rhodes 50-5
week by becomMurray State defeated Rhodes Coling the first Lady
JRacer freshman to lege 50-5 on Saturday, extending MSU's
... be.named OVC
winning streak against Rhodes to three
::rlayer of the
games.
• Week. Holmes
"We finally pulled together as a team
pveraged 21.5
and played good rugby," said rugby
• jpoints and 7.5
team President Jeremy Baker, senior
, 1tcbounds ~r
from Morganfield. Baker scored three
game. Jeading
times in the game.
jMSU i.n scoring
Also earning points for MSU were
: ~!'inst Eastern
Tim Thompson (two tries, two PATs),
:~tucl<y with 27
Men's Basketball
Men's Basketball
."fPoints.

Standings

Fastfact

ovc

Overall
11-3
17-8
nu
MSU
11-4 16-10
9-5
APSU
19·8
9-5
16-9
EIU
6-8
16-11
SEMO
Morehead 6-8
12-13
TSU
9-18
6-9
10-15
UT-Martin 5-9
EKU
1- 13
7-17
Stand inKS as of Wed.

:. , On Feb. 17,
1968, the Nai·
smith Memorial
' Basketball Hall of
Fame in Springfield, Mass.,
~pened its doors
/or the first time.
· Snurce:

"The Sponing News•

Schedule
s.turdoy
rrllMll-l«hot T•n.,..._ M.lrlln 6p.m.
E.h!llm K•nn.:ky at & st.om lllinoiJ 7·10

p.m.
AIOSI>n r eoy •llcnlldO~ Stille 7::10 p m
\io,..he•<l !'! t•te at ~ ..u......, Mt'l>~•ttl 7:111
p m.
CllltV-~T-nl

Tuadoy

fBA •I Murroy 5g!<', 7 p.m. (h ,. f,p->rtJ
South~

111A •I E..>tern lllltwlo, 7 r -m
TBio at r - r ....... 7:..'!0 p.m
f8A 11 AUibR l'eay, 700 p .,,

Women's Basketball
Standings
ovc

Overall
14-Q
TIU
21-4
12-2
20-5
EKU
13-12
APSU
9-5
13-11
SEMO
8-6
11-14
UT-Martin 5-9
7-19 .
MSU
5-15
Moro:ht>ad ~10
8-17
4-11
TSU
6-'18
7-18
3-11
ETU
Standings as of Wed.

Lady Racer tennis opens season
wHh two wins at Louisville

8-6, while Alonte and Steen earned an 8-4,

The Murray State women's tennis team
opened the spring portion of its 2000-01
schedule last weekend by winning two of
three matches at Louisville.
The Lady Racers (4-3) defeated Southern
Dlinois 5·2 on Feb. 16. Melis..c;a Spencer,
freshman from R~well, Ga., won at No. 2
singles over Ana Serrot 6-Q, 6-2. Kerry-Lea
Glass, junior from Alpharetta, Ga. earned a
6-2, 6-3 over Rachel Moroles, and Cheryl
Graham, sophomore from Peachtree City,
Ga., defeated Sarah Krismantis 6-3, 3-6 (106 tie-breaker).
MSU won the doubles point, sweeping all
three matches. Spepcer and Glass defeated
Serrot and Erika Ochoa 8-5 at No. 1 doubles.
Graham and Erica Heshelman, sophomore
from Rockton, lll., defeated Moroles and
Alejandra Blanca 8-1. Maria Alonte, junior
from Milwaukee, Wis., and Annette Steen,
sophomore from Oslo, Norway, teamed to
defeat Krismantis and Keri Crandall 8-6.
MSU fell 6-1 to Miami (Ohio) on Saturday. Spencer earned MSU's only point with
a 6-3, 3-{) (10-3) victory at No. 1 singles over
Irona Grojic.
Later that day, the Lady Racers rebounded to defeat host I ouisville 4-3. Spencer
earned another No. 1 singles victory, this
time over .Katie McLaughlin 1-6, 6-4, 6-2.
Glass won over Kelly Kiehna 6-4, 4-6, 6-1,
and Graham defeated Paige Eber 6-4, 5-7, 6-

MSU baseball opens season
with two wins at SE-Loulslana

4.
MSU beat louisville by winning two of
the three doubt~ matches, giving them the
doubles point. Graham and Heshelman
defeated Julie Penn and Melissa San Martin

Women's Basketball

Sports Bri£fly is compiled by Justin McGill,
assistant sports editor.
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114 S. Sth St., Downtown Murray
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Midnight: Madnes• at: On Cue
Midnight: on Monday, Feb.i!6
t=or t:he Tue&day Feb.i!7 relea&e
Include•:
* nave Mat:t:hew• Band
~*Project Pact * snkk The Shocker

1

I

MSU87
........ 78
EIW71

ur....,.u
Feb. IT

TnU81

ii'SU72
SEM075
EIU 71

..........

ln'...... 77(0J)

MSUII
EKU81

.....
,.
,....
APSU78

MSU87

rrsuea

Feb. IS
EKU81

...-...... n
Monhud102
MSU76

TTU102

Men

S•tvrd•y
T.-1\neM<V T...:h 11 T'""leOS<""'\IarM 4
p.m
EMrem Kt•nludy ,, l P,,, l.rn Jllin<>lt 5:1~
p.m
AU6tUI r~y •t lctUI<S- ~t.lc 5:10 p.m
M<>rehc.\J Stolt• •• Sr.>u\htut M"""'"' 5:30

TVA al Eas1ml ~y. 7 p.cn
TBA ot &l1111w..t Mboo>u1. 7 p.Dl

Murray State began its 2001 baseball
season on the road, playing a Uuee-game
series at Southeastern Louisiana last
weekend. The Thoroughbreds fell 4-2 in
the first game, but bounced back to win
the next two 5-3 and 7-1.
Behind 2-o in the first game, MSU tied
the game irflhe seventh inning on RBI hits
by shortstop Mike Voyles, junior from
Loub\'ille, and second baseman Todd Sat·
terfield, junior from Henderson. But
Southeast Louisiana':; Phil George and
Joey Dube drove in one run apiece in the
bottom of the eighth leading to a 4·2
'Breds loss.
In the second game, MSU took the lead
for good in the top of the seventh, scoring
four runs. Left fielder Woody Winchester,
junior from Paris, Tenn., singled home a
nm. Satterfield stole home. Byars and
Brett McCutchan, sophomore Evansville,
Ind.; both had RBI doubles to end the
inning, giving MSU a 5-1 lead. MSU held
off Southeast Louisiana, earning a 5-3 \'ic·
tory.
MSU fell behind 1-0 in the second
inning Sunday, but scored the next seven
runs and kept Southeast Louisiana i.n
check. McCutchan led the 'Breds, going
two-for-three with three RBis. Ridgeway
had four hits and two RBis.

Intramural Tournament ·

Schedule

filA •I I.....,.,...., le,:h, 5::,1(1 pJn..
1l!A •I Ausrm Pc•)'• 5:..'!0 p.m.

victory over IGehna and Mariana Tom.>S.

IPSUI2

Sales Representative Needed
Apply at The Murray State News

APSUit
Feb. IT
EKU88
MSU73
Montheld 75
UT-Martin 65

BU70
SEM047

nu93
DU70

Sports
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'Breds split first two games of 10-game homestand against UALR
BY SAM A GUIAR
STAFF W RITER

In the Murray State Thoroughbreds season-opening series at Southeastern
Louisiana last weekend, pitching proved to
be the most pleasant surprise.
Things were no different in the Breds'
matchup with Arkansas-Little Rock
Wednesday, as Preston Hesley's arm led
MSU to a 6-4 win over the Trojans. The win
avenged a 10-3 setback to the Trojans (2-3)
on Tuesday.
Hesley, senior from Paducah, pitched
seven and one-third innings for the 'Breds
(3-2), giving up only one earned run while
striking ou t seven to pick up the win. It was
the second strong performance in as many
games for Hesley (1-0), as he pitched seven
innings for the 'Breds on Feb. 16 at Southeastern, allowing only five hits and one
earned run.
1
' 1can't say enough about the job that Pre-

ston Hesley's done," 'Breds Head Coach
Mike Thieke said. "He's shut down a good
offensive team in Arkansas-Little Rock and
pitched strong for us."
After falling behind 1-0 in the top of the
first, MSU took a 2-llead on a RBI single by
Mike Voyles, junior from Louisville, that
scored Gamer Byars, sophomore from
Louisville. The 'Breds extended the lead to
3-1 in the third inning when Josh Ridgway,
senior from Lander, British Colombia,
scored on a single by Brett McCutchan,
sophomore from Evansville, Ind.
The 'Breds put the game away with a
three-run sixth inning, highlighted by
another RBI single from Voyles.
"Today I was lucky enough to have the
guys in front of me put themselves on
base," Voyles said. "I got good pitches to hit
and took advantage of them."
Arkansas-Little Rock scored an unearned
run on Hesley in the eighth and twice in the
ninth off of Rick McCarty, junior from

r

Ryan Brooks/The News

Brett McCutchan, sophomore from Evansville, Ind., is tagged out trying to
stretch a single into a double in the 'Breds 10-3 loss to UALR on Tuesday.
Campbellsville. But, McCarty would strike
out Trojan first baseman Chris Hall to earn
his second save of the season.
Voyles, who is filling the vacancy at

shortstop left by last year's standout Chris
Johnson, finished the game with three hits,
two RBis and a run scored.
He said the win was extremely important

for the 'Breds who cannot afford to be
swept in a home series this season.
"This was a big win for us coming
after yesterday's game," Voyles said.
"Our goal for the season is to win 75 percent of our home games, and this means
that we have to win the games like this
one."
MSU hosts Wright State in a doubleheader tomorrow. The first game begins
at noon, and Thieke believes there is a
revenge factor in the contest.
"Two years ago, they came in here and
swept us," Thieke said. "So, hopefully
we can go in and get a little payback."
The Racers will complete the threegame series with the Raiders Sunday at 1
p.m. at Reagan Field. The 'Breds then
face Freed-Hardeman on Tuesday,
Southern Olinois on Wednesday, and a
three-game series with Northern Ulinois
on March 2 to 4 to close out the 10-game
homestand.

Classifieds
PERSONALS
ll f'EHOUSE ... FIU!E l'rt:!(nancy
743-0700 v,;ww.LHou,;e.orjl

tt:sl:;.

ADS CLUB. .Mcetml'l Mon .. Tuel<, Thu"'.

ANNO UNCE MENTS
Fratet'nltles,

Son»itles,

Clubs,

Student Grou ps.. Earn S I000-$2000 this

:.cm<.-'litt:r wl!h the .:asy C.:~mpusfttndr:ll'>·
er com thn:e h<)IJr rundro~lsing evenL No
•alt:~ required. Fundrul•ing dates :tre fllllnJ! quickly, -.<> .:aU t<x!J\y! Comact Campusfi.mdro~iSt:r mm :rt (IIAAl 923·3238, or
visit www.<:-o~mpu.-.fundrait>er.cum ,
N'HI!D HElP becoming more f:rmiliar
with a Macintosh~ I can help. Tutonng In
Phot()!;hop and Quark 1s :wailablc:. Conuct Robert Pieron• at 762-6428.
MlSS KENTUCKY AMERICAN Teen/Pre·
teen.Prinre~~ Scholarstup Pageant for
guls 3-20 Fre\c' vf<.kt> & brochure 8006M-6A~l. No m~k~t-up for young !(iris
(3-12).

AU C TION

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
A,V. INCOME-Growing bus10ess need'
help. Work from home. lnternt:C/M:ril
Order/E-Commerre. Earn $500-$~,000
pt/it,
800-486-6934.
www.2more·
money. com/te;tm
RUILDER/OEALilRS WANTED, Great
incom<' potential, 23 year manufacturer,
K•ln-Dned U>gs, prott:Cted tcrrilory, In~
p:tckage, purdlJille requln:d. Mr. Buclc
800-321-<;647 Original Old-Timer Log
Home.o;.
BE YOUR BOSS Po'-<ibie $2SOO part·
time: monthly, pm<:c!~sing Insurance
claims f<)r ht':!Ithc.':lre providcno. Licensing lnves~JUent required plu., computer.
Toll-fret: 866-Sil4-3725 c:.xt. 302.
OWN YOLR OWN COMPANY! Over 100
h1gh quality fr:~nchL-;e, :rva.bble for purchase, lOk ~nd up. The Franchise
Auth<>rity, Inc. Toll Frc:c Sn792·2801.
OWN A DOLLAR STORE Minimum
requ.red 20K. BOO·U7-S314

FOR

SALE

UBIOSTOllE.COM
U81DSTOR£.COM
ANNUAL FARM EQUIPMENT CONSIGN·
MENT AUCTION ·Saturd:ly, Ft:hruary
24th, 9:00 am ~'St Ray,s Tonocc:o Warehow.~. 4246 LouisviUt: Ro:ld·Bowllng
Gnxn, KY. Bud Gn:.:nup Real E:.wte &
Auction Co., Inc. I:IOIH52·31191/270-S6347il Bud Greenup Aucttont:er.

BU I L DIN GS
-

RUILDING SALE...All sreel, peaked roof,
side,. 20x2'i $2,800. 25x30
$3,1166. 30x40 $5,362. 35x~O S7,56A.
40x60 $8/>48 . Other btylc.<. Pioneer. ~
(;(IS.S42l. pionccrst~'CI.cnm. Since 1980
~tr:li!(hl

STEF.L Bv11.D1NGS :>AtE: 'i.OOO+ si7."-'
40x60xH, S9,963; 50x75x14, $12,760:
<;0•100d6, $1S.999: 60xi\J0xl6, U7,956
Minl->roragt: buildin~'· ~Old(JQ. 32 unit~.
Sl6,91~. frt'c: brochun:•. y,ww.s~ntinel
huilclu'lg~>.com. Sentinel Auildings, 800327·0790. cXtc:I\SI(ln 79

WOLI'P TANNING BEO!i TAN AT
HOME! Huy dire<·t and :<avo:! Comrnerdal/hmue uM> from $1!/9.00. tow
monthly payment>. F'rc.:e color .-:tt:tlog
t<>Wy
!lCJ0.842-J3lO
Call
www.np.ctstan.com
W11\T>OW & SIDING SALE $(19.00 per
month. All t"t.,.Jtt accepcec.ll No money
down! Lifetime wnrrnntyl Cnll rnll-lree
tntl~y. For frt.-e estimate! RAA-670-3035
We-Jthennnsler Products
SAWMIT.L $3795. Nt:w Super Lumbo:rmate 2000 l.nrg<:r cap:tcU!es, more
nptions . Manufuc;rurer of .•awmlll,,
cd!(t:r,, and skidtlc:rs. Norwood.
~awmUls. l'i2 :;tmwil f'>nVt!, Buff.llo, NY
1422') AOO-'i7H·I363 CXI , 31)0-N
TAN AT HOME Amcric:t.~ l~rge-'1 inde·
pendent munuiJtturer/dL.,trlbumr lk~t
~lc:cti(tn/priccs gu:trnnt~..:d Wolff/Sun·
nlllMcr/Alph~ Sun l'mancin!l avotllahlc.
Fr"e catalog,
Sl:.lnlng at $199
www.keepatan.cum 800-274-1744.

HELP WANTED
HORIZONCAMPS.COM•SIJMMER
JOR/INTERNSHTI'! 5 Wt:J.t kldb 'ummer
c:tmp;: In NY, Ml!, PA and WV ><ock Gcn·
eral Coun.wlnrs 01nd Group Le:Jders, plu•
A~tiVIty Spt.'l-·ial!JiL, and Olrc.'l.'tor.. who
reacllkoach: tennb, ~wimmmg. cllmhing, h:t~kp:t<·kmg, c:l\ling, rnount:lin hikin8, nature, kuyaking, cunox:ing, ~ailing,
watt:r-.~klinf!, wincburflng, n>pe:; course.:,
theatre, d:mre, arts, crnfb, cerumic.,,
woodworkin!(, •t.:unt!d 11la.s. wehsite
design, desktop puhll:ohi ng, photogr:t·
phy, video, we•8hl~!l1tness , gymna:;tks,
archery, j~olf, volleyooU, roller-hnckc:y,
lncro..,..,;;, sot<t:er, ba.-<h:tll ~nd ha•kt:tballl
Nurses, kttdwn and oper:uinn.' sL1ff atm
nt:edt"tl Wid<.' .-~ng~ ot paid intr:rnsh•P•
for nuny tnajo)l').! June 16-All/lU.'l 16.
~meAL~ include rrainmg, •alnry, ~t'Cc~n·
moclnllon. rnocl. laundry ~nd trawl
;~IJow:tnce. Apply online at www hnn•
zoncamp:. com nr call (800l 54+S+i8
COMPUTER PROGRAM\1HR A natlonully
rrtogmzc<:l ~'Onsuhing tlrm Ls 1'<-<ekin~
applk-ants !'or a tull-cune po~luon in the
Carbond;~lt!, !lllno!li an.:t Ideal candi·
date< will have BS in cornpun:r ;>Cit:nct'
.1nd posses.' sk1Hs In Ohje<t~>ricnt~'tl
progr.unnllng. ROilM~ moddin~t, Glli
development, and Interne! ba"'-cl ;~ppll•
l'iltion.~. Good or.1iiwrttren ~:ommun•.::J·
tion and C>l'ji;IOI~:tlirmai ,kilh n~'C"""'Y·
Applic;~n~~ >lhould ~nd r<."~umc: :1nd ref·
errnet:' to . Vir.:c PRo:sidt!ot, p 0. Box
1316, C::Jrllond:il~ II. li2<)0j. EOI~.~
AilSOLLITP.l.Y FRF:F. INFO!
lmcrn<'t
u,.,,_ Wanted! S2(J00-S5o00/month
www.~~tremo:wealth.nct

..w- .. , . ..

Fresh Buffet
Soup
Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
Served 7 Days A Week

I>RIVERS ·l""CTOR TRAJU:R :'IIE\V
!'I'TARTING PAY SCAU:, paid <>n<'nla!lon,
r.tmm~ po!Cntl,tl up to $50,000 per year,
run bcndil>, nt:W model <'<lnvt:nti<>nJI
trJcrnrs, qt>ahry hom.- Wtll: , res;u>nnl &
OTR dnvcr' ' net:<.k:d. NO STUDENTS
I'I.EASE cau ARCTIC EXPRESS H00-927().131 www.arcli<'<'XPre"-'·t·om, P.O. &>~
129, Htlli.ml, 0~1 ~:1026.

28HI78~.

ORIVER-Dnve wtth pride! ~WI up to 31>'

J)RIVER: E~rn up to 34t a milt: tn otJrt
Full hencfiL• p.u:k;•Jtt: A.'»ign~od t;nnventional yoll drive homt:. 51,500 S•gn·on
llr>nu.' wllh I year lluthetl t:Xpcriencd
Call R00-441-4271 ext. WETl35
li!A:il! PURCHA!;I!-.99 and nt:wer trucb.
no down p•ymt:nt; homt:umt> 6-10 d:tys
low p:tyrnei'IL~; 1!24 a mtle, loodcd <'lr
t'mpty M.S Carrtt:rS A00-231-5209 EO!! ,
OJUV£RS, Nmth Amerlcan Van Une$ ha.<
<>fl<'nlnJ! In l.usistk:., RdO<;:tll~•n, Blan·
kciWrJp, and Flathcd fleer-. Minimum of
j month.' <'1/IJr expt:.rienc~ r«juirt:d ,
Tl'!l~tur purdta.-.e av;JIIahle. Cnll A00-3-\&
2147, OcpL KYS.

DRIVfRS-Home cv.:ry W<:<:kcnd, No
New Y<>rk C1tyl Comp~ny· Pay h-.t.'i<.od on
expenence, !(rt:•ll bt•ndit.s. Owner opcrutor. .l\3C a mtlt•, tud >urdl:Lrge, pay
h:.sc pbte/p<:nniL.Jfuel uxc:., rt:1mbun.e
tolis/..,.;aleb. lt'a.<;<' purd1use program
:tV:libhlc:. /l00•9•11!-6766, WWW.CJ>""'tl".lns[Xlrt.COtn.

DIUVER-Company L>livers and Owner
Operat<>r' CnU l<lllay ;md ask uhout our
gre-Jt no.:w ~-umpcn:.;~lk>O and bonus
package.•! ~)yd 'Bn~~. ROO-'i43-89l3 ((l<>,s
~-ull ~33-13771. EOE.
DRIVeR It pay~ tn 'ltlrt wllh u,, \..:Ill SRT
tuday 1!77-244-729;\ or R77-AIG-PAYDAY, !lO.';It pay, paid wwkly, cxcdlt:nt
l><:nenL,, ~l,l'iO si!(n-un honus, ,,tudcnt
J'(r.•du;ll~'> "'eknllle. Southern Rcfn~l!r.ll •
etl Tran,pqrt.
OWNER OPERATOR PLATRlm If your
work is ~lllW :md you :1re rc:-Jdy fur a
chan!(<! :1nd need co m:~ke money . Call
Ctrt.lmal flatbed ll00-22()..2421
ORIVERS NEEm;n Ollcr full hcnd'ic. ,'<
home time. Vt:t<.•mn dnvers
't:lrt .3l l'f'rtl fnr tl:llh<.J & ,;\) <'pm fur
v:tn Cull Snt11hway Motor Xpr""-'' HOo247~HO www ..smx<·.• ~nm

Advan~ed Wmpensaunn. can l>un nt
1!00-736-1120?
IN~LRANCE

SALES. WANTl!D: TI1:11
uniquc indh iduul who dt:slrer. 111 mn•t:
up !ht: ladder of n younJ!, ' mpidly )lmW·
InA in~urancc holding comp~ny; one
who ~'an ht:lp dr:vdop4 six county :Ht"J,
m"rkctmg only to n:lerred & t:xcluSJve
lend,, We provide: m-dt:pth trJining.
,cuck ()puu'"· health ln.<urnnc<!lk oppnrluntty fur adv:lnct:mcnL Call Bill Wl»e,
&!11-340-:1242 for inte.view.
BEAUTY CONSULTANTS. lnrcrnatiorul
~-ompany o;eeks individual~ with eye for
be:Juty and p;t"inn for excdlen~-e. Flex·
ihlc: h()tlt:> Full trainulR No o:xpelitmcc
nc<:t;."'"'Y· Por JOtt:rvicw call: 800-929()196

fRIENDLY TOYS Af':'f) Gli"Th thank> our
CU.'>tomers, hostes...es, dealer:. for tl1cir
re~·ord l>rc;tkln!( 20lil:l. Huntlrclb Wl>n
r;a.,h, pri7o::o, trips. Become o host<::s.,,
clealer, manaH"r- 800-4lll!-4!17~.
AVOI'<-Look•ng for hiJ~her mcome? More
n~:xihle hours> lndcp<:ndt:n<.'<'' AVON
ha.• what yuu.r<." looking lor. Let,, Ltlk
RAA·S61·2Wi>. No up·frunt fee.
OllTDOOR CAREERS-Hlrin~ ll~ld crew
foreman, paid on-the-job twining tou14h
~>b-grc-.11 t~nnpany, Muse en,oy phy•ir.:al
outdnnr work, P<~'""'"' >rmng lc;•dcrshifl
•kllb, hmt: •• good driving n"orti, and
IJo: Oc:xlhit: to II"JVt:l to varjml' Wt>rl..
l<x·atlon.~ In Kentucky .Uld nlid-t".l>t
Stares. Osm1'""· Inc. call toll-tree: for
lnfrnmuruH) ,
877-676-67:11,
EOE
M/F/D/V. Vis11 our w~hsllc ~~
WWW.Ol;ltl():';C.COin

S40k to $(10k yr. prncnll:lU Data Entry·
We n<:cd da1m pmu:~nrs now! No

t•xpc:ril'tKc n~'<-'<.k-d. Willli"Jin. O>mpurcr
rcquiral. RAA-':1!·1-1033 Ocpt. ,w;

M E DI CA L

gua.-~nt<.'Cu

Uf'E AGENTS, "ilREO 01' PROSJ>ECf·
lNG> Join .~mcm:a ..s onl)' UNION'·
OWNF.fl tn.o;ur.tnrc Company tn .'ot:JVc
lht: l()(J,(l()() m.:ml>t.'t KY Lahor Umon
Wurki"or,·e! Unlinuted le;~d l><nlrce,

MEI>IC ....RE
Nl!liLIUZI'R/[)JABI:'TIC
PATIENTS• ~top paying C'J'h for
Alhuto:rol, Atmvent, ami ~uppht::.
MEI>ICARE p:tys for them. W<· hUI
M'"'lic:Lre and deli,·er to you. ,\ 1£0-A·
SAVE II<JO.S31!-9849 cxl 195.
IN

PAIN'~

Slt:ep disortier, poor mcula·

•

Mexican
Cuisine At Its Finest"

~

~Wb

759-9247
1006 Chestnut Street
(Next to Cheri Theatre)

IS NOW AVAILABLE!!

Benefit from the following:

~~

P.O Box 1300
405 South i 2th Street
Murray, KY 42071

~Bank

*Free Installation

(270) 753-5626
Fax: (270)759-3777

How Banking Should Be

*Competitive Rates

Vernon's Pawn Shop
:;>

...

Call Today to Make an Appointment!

P O Box 1095 401 Olive Street Murrey Kentucky 42071
Phone: (270) 753-5312
Fax: (270) 753·6494

9R

TRAVEL
SPRI NO AREAK Ruhamas Party Crui'IC' '>
0:1ys $279! Include:' Meal' and frt!c I"Jr·
tlt:s! AWc::.ome lkn<:hes. l'o;i):lhthft:l
Do::parL~ form Florida! Cnncun ,1ncl
Jam:~ica S-139!
J-8(1().67fl.63!l(,

~pnnghl'l!'Jktr~wl.com

SPRING HREAK Pan:~mq Cily $1291
Ho:~rtiwalk Room w/Kitd1enl Nt·xt tn
Ctuhs1 7 P:ttttt:,..Fret: Ortnk>.! O~ytOna
$1 S9' South llc'~d> S I<191 ,,pnnjlhre:tk·
rmvd.rom 14101).67l'I-63R6
•1 SPRING HREAK VACATIONS! lk<t
Prln.'K Guuruntt:cdl C:mcun, Jam~ica ,
llahanus, Florida . Sp:tce ;, limited su
bonk II now! Earn Ca.•h-Gn Fr..-e! Group
tate~ Mill available . 1-ll00-234-'7007
t:ndlt:>I'-'110\0lCrtt>IIN.COffi

"GET MARRIED" SMOKY MOt:NTAINS,
Are•s m•~•t lx--o~utiful chapel- 1 urt.lalnrti
mini.\lcr.•, c.~1mplete ,ln-Jngenwnt,, hnn·
t:ymoon/t':lmUy cahm,;, hr....athhtkinll
Vl~W' Wcddm11 ArmnRc:tnenL~ S()I).IW,)2369, V:t<.:~ti<>n Ltldging 1100-634-.581>~
'm<>kywe!cid•ng,.t.<lnl

Place a classified ad today!

Phone: 753-5865
Fax: 753·5869 222 s. 121h St.

CABLE TELEJIISJON

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

l"ENNESSEE LAKE BARGAIN 3 ;Kre..,
witb hoar .Hp $24,900. Renutifully
WO<><kd, ~pccta~:ular vit:W>, de~-J<.-..1
accc~~ to 35,000 <l<"n: n:cr.:ational nnn
lakt:-next to IR hole: golf cmu"e! Pav.,.J
roods, ullhtic:s, soil~ t<:Med. low, low
Anancing can now 800·704-31S4, ext.

Hours: Mon.-Friday: 9 a.m. - Sp.m.
Closed Sat. & Sunday

AND

ELECTRIC POWER & TELECOMMUNICATIONS

R E Al. ESTAT E

(electronic repair)
We repair most all types of audio equipment
Car - Home - Commercial • Pro. Sound
(Loud Speaker Guru)
Estimates - Electronic Repair - Installations
~
24 Years Experience - - - -

HIGH-SPEED INTERNET

753-5312

INTERNATIONAL YOlm-1 EXCHANOI'
AGENCY ~~<...:king excha.ngt: studcn~~.
Gn::n r~rt-lllllt! inlere>l (or <.-dUCJt<lrS
lntt:mational tmvd opportunities :•vailahle can Ctthy or Annre OA00-344·
3'>66.

•

'~uthentic

Fri & Sat 11 a.m.- 10:30 p.m. Sun-Thur 11 a.m.-9:30p.m.

*·Phones answered 24 hours by personnel

NO T ICES

Audio Services

Dine-In Carry-Out Catering
Gift Certificates Banquet Room

*One payment for all MES Services!

tion, dubt:tl:'<, migr.unes, :.ciatk>1, lihc:r
mc:r-JIH:t · We 111:1)' he nhlc \() h,;lp Fn:c:
autlir. lupe RAII-48ll·26c'll!.

Mexican Restaurant

Sunday Buffet
Served All Day
759-2348
406 N. 12th St.
(Next to Pizza Hut)

ATIENTION DRIVERS-NO f.XPHlUF.NCE
NECESSARY! TMC Tmnsporuoon n~-eds
drivel'». $6')0 guar.tntet.'d weekly, potentbl tn earn S900 pet week or •nor" ant!
'till ~tct bome w<.~kencb! For COL tmlning call lllJ0-206-7364
DRIVERS ROCOR Trnnsporutinn hirinl'l
comp.1 ny tlrivt'r.,! swt ut BOt. A..;.,igncd
equ 1pmem, ,11rc:rt mC)nt')'i Leu.<;<: r>ption.~
& pwner opemtor wekomc:. COt Cla.'i.\
(.\lll0044(l-47ll2
I>RIVER-Inexperlc:nce& l.t::trn ro h., un
OTR pro{c:,.,10n:tl from a tnp ,·,11n~:r.
COreat pay, exccuhve·-"Yic: hcnd1L' anJ
,·onvcnllonal t:qlttpmc:nt. Call trld.wi U.S.
XI"""'' H811·93<i-;1.138.

fnr 'iOlrll< 41¢ for lt!'.lms . AU con<k>,
$10,000 hnnu,. P.OE Cl'lnt.tct KI.LM
01100-92~-~;o;{) or KI.I.M.mm

'E'L~'ESO~

...

t·;:.'J ,-~

uMurray's Largest Buffet"

•
•
•
•

COL TRAINlNG Now hiring lncxperi·
c;nc~-d dnver,< for tmirung :tnd platl!lnenl
With major tn.n:kin~t comp;my. Clas.'it!•
st3n wc=ekly, Commonw...alth Truck r>ri •
vt:rs School Ollltoll free: lln-970-4043.
COL II [)RIVERS-A SWRETHF.ART DEAL,
Regional oo home wed(ends" In :lOOt,
SIO<lO Si,lln-On-~t;llt up 10 $~~4 cpm aU
m11c•, lamlly medical, denl1l, vision,
401K, V:l(ation pay. Run 2S00-3000
Wt·ckly milt:s O:ttbed trninin!t avalbhle.
All ''-'-''gned c<>nvcntional n...cL Mm. 1
year exp-Good rc:fero:n~e- Our driVc!li
f:~mih~ come Ar..'l.l call HIJ0-82!1-1!3~
anytimt:

ORIVfRS, Do:tlic~ted regional & OTR
:>will Trun.,pnrtallon now avallahlt' up to
$'i ,00() tuition rclmhu~J>emcnt fnr exp.·rl·
enu:cl dnvcl'b. Now hiring lor v:tn.-.,
nat~'d', 0,0 1/c ;JUtOhauJ Cb\l,ioru< ~

CAMP COUNSI!LOllS·Nl!W YORK
Co.c:d Trim clown·FIInc:o.s C.tmp. Hike &
pby In rhe C3L,kiU Mountain,, yet only 2
hr.; from NY City. Have a great ~ummcr
Make ~ ditl<'rencc In k1ds' hves! Good
sal;uy, internship crt.-dit~ & lr<."e Rm./HJ
All Sport.,, Water-Skllng, Canoemg.

CH~HJ\ HOtJSt ........... ,.., .
• •

'"-<

Rill"~' Lifeguards, Craib<, l)ant•c:, 1\el\lhic.,, Nutntion & Counselors, Kitchen,
Office, & Nlghr Watdunan. 120 P<,;ltions C:~mp Shane (f177) 91ot-·i hi Wt:h:
WW\\ .camp.,hanc.com

AlTENTION HOMF.OWNI'RS l'lispl:ly
home.' want«! for vmyl •idinlt replacemc:nt window,o,-c;ndr"iu~. No paym~:nt
until 2001. PaymenL' ,carttnjol ~t $R9.UO
per month. All credJt quuliAc:.-. Call &JO..
25\-0843

Gent's

D

N ugget Cl uster

1/4 CT 4-Row
Pyramid
Diamond Band

GRW4009
!OCT Gold

LRW4145
!OCT Gold

3 Diamon d

~ Diamon
Earring

.

DIE3004 • OS CT Gold

Gent's
Masonic
Ring
GEN4350
IOCTGold

SALE$4995 SALE$9995 SAI.Es9
PRICE
PRICE
PRI"
\II ~~(lid ,JI.\111" l>i,l• l'il'l", & t'.lll ttl)~~
1/2 price

5 oo

17-Diamond
Waterfall
LAD-1032
IOCTGold

SALE $3995
PRICE

SAL£ $1995
PRICE

m

Cultured
Pearl Earring
lOCTGold

SAL£ $1195
PRICE

713 s. 12t h S t.. 753-7 113
I Irs: 1\lon.-S,ll. 9:30 a.m.-7::~0 p.m. • Sun. 1-h p.m.

News
TODD:
UK head earned
·degrees from MIT
: ~rom Page 1
: to me," he said. "It gave me a
;chance to grow. The Teller break
·was something that makes you
: think someone up there is looking
•out for you."
:- That year was an eventful year
:for the Todds- Lee graduated with
bachelor's degree in electrical
engineering, Patsy was certified to
teach horne economics, they got

:a

married and moved to Boston.
"We packed up aU our worldly
possessions in aU-Haul and moved
so we could grow up," he said.
"That was one of the best things we
ever did."
Todd earned his master's and
Ph.D. in electrical engineering from
MIT in 1970 and 1973, respectively.
While Lee built his resume with an
education and six patents, Patsy
taught at North Quincy High
School, which was bigger than their
hometown with 2,000 students.
"We were two very young people
tossed into an environment very
different from anything we were
used to," Patsy said. "And when

HONORS:
~HA includes trips,
exhibits, performances
From Page 1
hours for free. One-hundred students will
·be accepted on the basis of their GPA,
leadership, ACT score and extracurricular
activities. In addition to Kentucky, students from Illinois, Tennessee and Missouri will be accepted.
The program will last three weeks and
i.t\clude field trips, art exhibits and musical performances.
''We think this is a service for Murray
State's service region," Wolf said. "We
think it's an opporhtnity to show off what
we have at Murray State."
Murray State is paying academy professors $4,500 for four weeks, which includes
one week of preparation. Resident advis_ers will be paid $2,000.

we just leaned on each other, we
created a bond and we grew."
From 1974 to 1983, Todd joined
the UK faculty as an electrical engineering professor, where he
learned that research and teaching
are powerful together. Now several
of his former students work at one
of the companies he founded, DataBeam Corporation, which IBM
acquired in 1998. Todd currently
serves as senior vice president of
Lotus Development, an IBM subsidiary.
After an intensive search, a
seven-hour interview and numerous public forums, the UK Presi·
dential Search Committee gave

John Yates, Center for Continuing Education dean, said Murray State is paying
for Commonwealth Honors with state
funds designated for recruitment and
retention. He estimated $100,000 will be
spent for the program.
"(The honors program) has been established as one of the priorities in the action
agenda," Yates said.
Governor's Scholars Program is funded
through state ·money, as well as private
donations. About 1,000 students will be
accepted this year into the five-week program. The students do not get college
credit for the classes they take. Room and
board for the five weeks is free.
The Governor's Scholars Program pays
its professors $5,500 for six weeks, but
Cedeno said money is not the only motivation to teach.
·
"The main incentive ... is that they are
going to teach in an environment that
challenges ideas and nurtures learning,"
he said. "For any teacher, any educator,
that is the ideal environment."
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Todd an opportunity he never
anticipated.
"I've been blessed by marrying
my high school sweetheart, graduating from UK and MIT, starting
two businesses with patents I had,
but taking this job is beyond anything I dreamed of." he said.
At OataBeam, Todd showed the
Silicon Valley he and his employees
can be successful in the technology
industry in Lexington. At UK, he
wants to influence the state.
"In any job, you have to have a
higher purpose," he said. "tf your
only purpose is to make money,
you aren't a very interesting person
tome."

ROBBERY:
AD said athletics
will not aid Jones
From Page 1
tesy to our residents," she said. "We do it
at other communities."

Fonner Murray State football
player arrested with three othen
ShakaJones, a former Murray State linebacker, was arrested with three other suspects in connection to the armed robbery.
He is facing charges of first-degree robbery, a class B felony punishable by up to
20 years in prison, and first-degree wanton endangerment.
Jones, senior from Peoria, lll., had 49
tackles and 2.5 sacks for Murray State
football in the fall 2000 season.
Murray State Athletics Director E.W.
Dennison said the athletics department
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FromP..-1
lar audience and think their
music has something for
everyone.
Fairchild said they hope to
have the same type of appeal
as bands such as the Dixie
Chicks.
''The 5-year-old buys that
record, and my mother bought
that record, so we hope to

would not aid Jones in any way after his
arrest.
"That's unacceptable behavior," he
said. "When they elect to go that direction,
we wash our hands."
·
Mike Young, assistant vice president for
Student Affairs, said a Judicial Board
hearing for Jones has been set, but he
declined to say when it will be held.
Young said he has not yet met with Jones.
Police records show Jones' address as
113 College Courts, where the suspects
were apprehended. Upon searching the
residence after the arrest, police found
marijuana and other drug paraphernalia
in the aparbnent.,
Sgt. Rollins said Clifton Jones knew one
of the suspects by name, but details of the
relationship are under investigation.
Rollins said a person does not have to
be the one actually holding the gun to be
charged with armed robbery.
"Any participants in the robbery can be
charged with that," he said.
Jones and the other suspects are lodged
in Calloway County Jail on $20,000 cash

,.-:--- - --- -- - - - -~ BEST STUDENT ESSAYS
1roPE's Puff n • Stuff 1
1
Contemporary Smoking Needs
1
VVIN $100!
Black Lights
Clip this coupon
I
I Smoking
Accessories
for 10% off
The deadline for ,Best Student
anything
1
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BAND:
Shows include
Grand Ole Opry

Essays has been extended to Feb.
28. Applications may be picked up
in the English ·Department on the
7th Floor of Faculty Hall. Contact
bill.foreman@mu rraystate.edu for
more information .

appeal to that kind of crowd,"
she said.
Little Big Town's previous
gigs included the national
anthem at an Oscar De La
Hoya fight, Fan Fair, the
Grand Ole Opry and opening
for musicians, including coun·
try artists George Jones and
Martina McBride.
The band, under Sony
Records, expects to have a sin·
gle out this summer with a
record following in the fall.
Said Baker: "T really think
they are going to be biSt and
when they are, 't hey will
remember Murray State."

bond. They were
arraigned in Cal·
loway County Dis·
trict Court on Mon·
day and a preliminary hearing was set
for Tuesday.
Three
non-students were also
arrested in connec·
S HAKA jONEs
tion with the robbery:
• Cordell Sheldon, 24, of Murray, is
charged with first-degree robbery, possession of marijuana, possession of drug
paraphernalia and giving false information to a police officer.
• Bernard Cox, 22, of Carbondale, Ill., is
charged with first-degree robbery, firstdegree wanton endangerment, possession
of marijuana and drug paraphernalia and
possession of a false ID.
• Jamal Ferguson, 21, Peoria, Ill., is
charged with flrSt-degree robbery, firstdegree wanton endangerment, receiving
stolen property, possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia.

r-----------------,
Marilyn Ray
Rhonda Durham
HAIR
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Anne-Marie Hale

$5 off perm, highlights or
color with this coupon
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The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to congratulate our
new members for Spring 2001.

Wendy Barger
Jamie Danner
Denise Dietesch
Jaclyn Eaton
Brooke flick
Lori Larrison
Amber Lorenzen
Stephanie Mafla
Amber Maynard
Bridget Mitcham
Rebecca Medlock
Lauren Porter
Jennifer Shadrick
Ashley Smith
Hatalie Sutton
Elisha Wooten
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Congratulations girls! . .
Love in ALA, your sisters .•

